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ABSTRACT
Tuning Mesoscopic Self-Assembly Behavior via Nano Building-Block Interactions
and Architecture
by
Ryan L. Marson
Chair: Sharon C. Glotzer
Using molecular dynamics (MD) computer simulations we show that a variety of
complex, technologically relevant phases emerge from tuning aspects of nanopar-
ticle architecture and interactions. In doing so, we demonstrate that nanoparti-
cles can be thought of as building-blocks in larger scale assemblies over which
we can tune nearly every aspect of the structure for specific applications such as
photonics, photovoltaics, or catalysis. We highlight three specific case studies -
polymer/nanoparticle composite building-block assemblies, star polymer micro-
droplets, and amino-acid coated nanoparticles with embedded dipoles that form
rods of preferred chirality. In all cases predictions from simulations are used
to either guide building-block assembly or to offer detailed insight into struc-
tures that were not previously understood. Additionally, we establish general,
domain-agnostic mesophase behavior, as well as hypothesize synthesis and as-
sembly strategies to target highly specific structures for any given application.
xi
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
We are in the midst of a materials revolution – a revolution in which materials will be
designed, optimized, and engineered, rather than merely selected, for targeted properties,
behavior, and function. Future materials and devices will be made and tailored to target
specifications, combining disparate and even competing attributes of multiple materials
classes to achieve new functionality. These materials will borrow heavily from nature,
which sets the standard for complex materials functionality - we need only look at the
cells within our body, or into the scales of a butterfly to see the exquisite functionality
and complexity that can be achieved. This intrinsic tailorability of materials properties
will contrast starkly with today’s relatively static matter that is largely chosen, rather than
designed, for the task at hand [20].
To tackle this next generation of materials, we must leverage sophisticated tools to con-
ceptualize and quantify the accessible materials design space. Since the first studies of
hard disks conducted in the late 1950s, computer simulation has evolved into a powerful,
and in many cases, indispensable, tool for investigating atomic, molecular, and mesoscopic
systems. Revolutionary advances in computer architectures and simulation algorithms over
the past two decades have enabled computational scientists to elucidate problems spanning
many orders of magnitude greater in time and length scales and from various angles. In par-
ticular, open-source MD packages such as Gromacs [21], LAMMPS [22], and HOOMD-
Blue [23, 24] have facilitated the spread of tools and ideas, as well as set a standard for
rigorous and reproducible simulations that scale from laptops to supercomputing clusters.
More interesting, perhaps, is the ability of computational studies to offer predictions that are
testable, which prove highly valuable for bottom-up engineering of nanomaterials. Finally,
the ability to predictively design new materials is at hand, and available to computational
experts and non-experts alike.
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The rational design of nanomaterials via computer simulation requires identifying the
desired target nanostructures, candidate building blocks, and efficient assembly pathways.
In this regard, computational techniques such as Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics (MD),
and self-consistent field theory have played a vital role in predicting assembled structures
obtained with almost arbitrary types of building blocks, including block copolymer and
nanoparticle systems [25, 26, 27]. Coupled with today’s increasingly powerful computing
capacity, these techniques allow simulators to rapidly predict assembled morphologies,
screen candidate building blocks, and search for efficient assembly pathways over a wide
range of parameters.
Next generation materials require new types of building blocks, made in large quan-
tities, that can self-assemble into complex, functional, or reconfigurable structures [28].
Bottom-up assembly engineering builds upon the thermodynamic foundations of assembly
science to engineer these building blocks in order to optimize the yield (quantity as well
as quality) of a desired assembly. This paradigm shift is possible today due to the great
strides in synthesis and characterization over the past decade. New nanoparticle and col-
loidal building blocks, comprised of organic, inorganic, and/or biological constituents,[29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] and with arbitrary shape[38] and interaction patchiness[39],
can now be made nearly to specification.
Nanoparticles provide a versatile assembly platform with numerous design axes.[28]
Researchers have demonstrated extraordinary control over the shape and composition of
these particles.[40, 41, 42] Moreover, interactions between these particles can be altered to
affect the nature of how they assemble. Examples include induced dipoles due to surface
charges[43], and surface interactions due to stabilizers or coatings[44]. These interactions
can create free stranding structures such as wires[30, 37], sheets[34], or clusters[36]. This
toolkit can be used to obtain specific morphologies that suit a target application.
Polymers are another interesting class of building block that are ubiquitous in assem-
bly engineering.[45] Immiscibility between segments of the polymer block can be used
to induce phase separation between components, resulting in complex phase behavior.[46,
47, 48, 26, 49, 27] Moreover, the ability to control their architecture from linear[26], to
star-shaped[50], as well as other morphologies, introduces architectural complexity; this
complexity can be used as an additional tool for influencing the resulting self-assembled
structure.
A final compelling class of nanoscale building block we will addess in our studies is
the tethered nanoparticle (TNP)[51] : a nanoparticle (NP) to which a polymer tether (T)
is permanently attached, creating a surfactant-like, amphiphilic object with a large (NP)
head group and a tail (T). In more complex architectures, multiple tethers, of similar or
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different type, attached at different places on the NP, are also possible. The TNP con-
ceptual framework allows for tuning domain properties on nearly every scale.[51] When
assembled, nanoparticles make up the functional domains of the material, while polymer
tethers form the continuous space between these domains; alternatively, the polymer do-
mains can serve as the functional material, while nanoparticle domains can form surfaces
or other structural elements. Moreover, TNPs create a spectrum of mesoscopic assemblies,
including: 1) pseudo - 2D assemblies (e.g. lamellae), 2) micellar structures adopting BCC,
Frank-Kasper, or quasiscrystalline patterns, and 3) complex diamond, gyroid, or other net-
works.
Between these classes of building blocks, an enormous design space is accessible for the
design and discovery of new materials. Before moving into our case studies, we will briefly
review the available toolkit for assembly engineering of mesoscale systems, which includes
current advances in the synthesis of building-blocks, as well as how they are being utilized
in self-assembly. We then turn our attention to how computer simulation has been applied
to rapidly screen candidate building blocks for useful structures, or even to predict the type
of building blocks that might assemble a desired structure. In the introductory sections that
follow, we briefly review the status of work in the field of tuning soft-matter mescoscopic
assemblies - both experimental and computational. Figures and text in this introductory
section is reproduced (and adapted where appropriate) from our forthcoming prospective,
“Rational design of nanomaterials from assembly and reconfigurability of polymer-tethered
nanoparticles”, MRS Communications, which is under review at the time of preparation of
this thesis.[9]
1.2 Assembly toolkit for nanoscale building - blocks
1.2.1 Nanoparticle building blocks
Tremendous effort in synthesis techniques has been devoted to controlling the shape, size,
and composition of nano building blocks for high yield and uniformity. Methods such as
seed-mediated growth and redox transmetallation have been widely applied, allowing for a
zoo of building blocks in various geometries (e.g. spheres, rods, cubes, plates, stars) and
materials (e.g. semiconductor, metal and metallic oxides).[40, 41, 52] Other anisotropy
dimensions have also been realized via selective surface modification, functionalization,
and compartmentalization [6]. For instance, nanoparticles and colloids can be functional-
ized with different chemical moieties through the use of appropriate stabilizers and linkers
(Fig. 1.1(a)). To precisely control the number of the attached functional groups, one can
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Figure 1.1: Experimental building-blocks: (a) Functionalization (adapted from Ref. [1]);
(b) click reactions (Ref. [2]); DNA conjugation with (c) multiple DNA strands [3] and
(d) single DNA strand [4] per building block; (e) coordination with metal ions [5] and (f)
electrohydrodynamic co-jetting methods that are used to produce multicompartmentalized
building blocks [6, 7, 8]. Figure taken from our prospective.[9]
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take advantage of techniques based on “click chemistry” [53, 2] and DNA conjugation
[54, 4, 3, 55].
For nanoparticles noble metals have been used to create a variety of surface modi-
fied facetted polyhedra.[38, 56, 41, 57, 38, 42] These particles are usually created using
a combination of seed mediated growth, oxidative etching, reactions within the solvent,
or electrochemical means to guide the growth preferentially over different facets.[57] Ad-
ditionally, surface stabilizers are required for individual nanoparticles.[56] Surface modi-
fication adds an additional parameter that can be used to later guide the assembly of the
nanoparticles.
In the case TNPs, a variety of methods are used to create composite blocks. In “click
chemistry”, for example, [53, 2] (Fig. 1.1(b)), multicomponent building blocks, e.g. sur-
factants and shape amphiphiles, are created through a series of sequential “click reactions”,
namely the copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction and the thiol-
ene reaction [53, 2]. This technique has recently been used to interchange nearly every
portion of the building block [58, 2, 59]. Examples include the ability to interchange head
groups from POSS cages to gold nanoparticles, as well as to exchange polymer types such
as polystyrene or PMMA; additionally, the size, number, and placement of these chemically
distinct domains can be controlled, such as tethering a single corner of a POSS molecule
with one or more polymer tethers.[53, 58, 2, 59]
An alternative strategy that has also produced numerous candidate TNPs is to function-
alize nanoparticles or colloids with a finite number of DNA oligomers (Fig. 1.1(c,d)). The
highly specific interactions between complementary strands of DNA induce attraction be-
tween specific nanoparticle type pairs. This suggests a robust framework that has already
enabled the design of numerous nanoparticle superlattices upon tuning the nanoparticle
size and bond distance using DNA linkers.[4, 3, 55]
TNP colloidal “molecules” are reminiscent of their molecular counterparts, as their in-
teraction can be made directional and highly specific. For example, coordination polymeric
structures exist that link polymeric or molecular sub-units using non-covalent interactions,
creating adaptive and responsive polymer-like superstructures. In these building blocks in-
teractions are made highly specific at certain sites via the use of suitable metallic ions and
ligands (Fig. 1.1(e)).[5] Patchy particles and multicompartmentalized particles are real-
ized via selective surface treatment methods [60] and electrohydrodynamic co-jetting (Fig.
1.1(e)), respectively. Recently, Sacanna and Pine reported a simple, yet generic, route to
fabricating colloids with tunable cavity, which enable a host of complex assemblies [61].
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1.2.2 Assembled nanostructures
While initial experimental effort were primarily directed at building blocks synthesis, atten-
tion has increasingly turned to structure assembly. Combining the functionality of nanopar-
ticles, with the flexibility of polymers, and the ability to “click” particles together to make
composite blocks produces an enormous design space. This design space is compara-
ble to that of copolymers, but with an expanded spectrum of properties and structures
beyond the complex phases exhibited by coordination polymers and block copolymers
[62, 25, 45, 5, 46, 26, 63, 54, 10] (Fig. 1.2(a-c)).
Nanoparticles alone form numerous phases, including glasses, as well as liquid and
solid crystals.[64, 38, 41, 65] In these cases crystalline phases range from standard sim-
ple, face-centered, and body-centered cubic, to extremely large and complex unit cells
such as the β-Mn phase formed by dodecahedra. These particles must be stabilized with
coatings[56], which allows for additional design axes, such as coupling the assembly to the
presence of light[37, 66] or influencing the handedness of the resulting structure[67, 68].
As mentioned previously, direct realizations of TNP assembly have come from the use
of “click chemistry” to attach tethers to nanoparticles directly, creating gram quantities of
material. [53, 58, 2] TNPs created with this method have been used to self-assemble many
of the same structures observed in block copolymers, but with the additional benefit of
controlling the specific material composition of each domain of the material. By tuning
various portions of the block geometry, different types of structures are accessible. For
example, by increasing the length of a polystyrene tether attached to the corner of a poly-
hedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS) cube Cheng et al. can tune between lamella, the
double gyroid, hexagonal tubes, and BCC micelles, as seen in Fig. 1.2(b).[59] Moreover,
these structures demonstrated a high degree of sensitivity to the block features; by fixing
the volume fraction of each component, but adding additional tethers to one corner of the
POSS cube, they could induce a phase inversion in the hexagonal tubes phase, resulting in
a matrix of POSS and tubes of polymer. Similarly, by replacing a single tail with two tails
of half the length, they could select either the double gyroid for the former or hexagonal
tubes for the latter.
For building blocks with highly specific interactions, it is possible to design nanostruc-
tures with a higher degree of complexity. For instance, using self-complementary and non-
self-complementary DNA strands, Macfarlane et al. have showed that one can program the
multivalent interaction between DNA-functionalized nanoparticles [4]. With such encoded
interactions, the resulting structure can be a NaCl or simple cubic lattice, depending on the
size ratio of the inorganic nanoparticles (Fig. 1.2(d)).
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Figure 1.2: Experimental building-block assemblies: (a) Nanotubular assemblies from co-
ordination polymers upon addition of divalent metal ions (red circle) [5], (b) Assembled
structures from shape amphiphiles, including lamellar, gyroid, hexagonal cylinders, and
BCC micelle phases, as reported in [2]. (c) Dodecagonal quasicrystal formed in a blend
of polyisoprene-polystyrene-poly(2-vinylpyridine star block copolymers / polysterene ho-
mopolymer blend [10]; (d) Ordered structures formed by gold nanoparticles functionalized
with complementary DNA strands (top): NaCl lattice (middle) and simple cubic lattice
(bottom) [3]. Figure taken from our prospective.[9]
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1.3 Computational design of functional nanostructures
Given the versatility of the assembly toolkit and the enormity of the design space provided
by these nanoscale building blocks, what types of structures are possible? Can we de-
sign and assemble domain-specific materials with precisely controlled bulk and nano-scale
properties?
This question drove an initial flurry of computational investigation into tethered nanopar-
ticles [51, 69] a decade ago. Nanoparticles, it was hypothesized, would offer a truly
limitless design platform, provided they could successfully be used to create composite
polymer-nanoparticle blocks. Initial investigations focused on establishing relationships
between existing theory for polymers and surfactants, and TNPs via simulation [70, 71].
Toward this end, work initially centered on the phase behavior [51, 69, 70, 72, 73] and prop-
erties [74, 75, 76, 77, 78] of TNPs, focusing on the size effects of an isotropic nanoparticle.
Fig. 1.3 shows examples of interesting assembled structures from these studies, includ-
ing double gyroids[11], cylinders and columnar structures[12], bilayer sheets[13], and do-
decagonal quasicrystals[14]. Key amongst these findings was the realization that the phase
behavior of tethered nanoparticles, to a great extent, is consistent with that of surfactants
and liquid crystals [70]. Recently, many of these initial findings have also been corrobo-
rated with experiments [59].
Given the close relationship between tethered nanoparticles and liquid crystals [71], the
roles of the shape of the nanoparticle head group have also been extensively investigated
[79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. In these cases, it was again found that structures and transitions
similar to those in liquid crystals were observed, such as lamella, gyroids, cylinders, and
micelles. However, the connectivity and coordination of the micelles and networks were
altered by the packing of the head groups. Additional types of liquid-crystalline ordering
were found within these domains, such as long micelles and lamella [83], twisted columns
and sheets with liquid crystalline order [82, 81, 79], honeycombs [81], and gyroids [80].
Most recently, the effects of shape alone have been highly scrutinized, returning to
purely nanoparticle systems.[38, 64, 85, 86, 65, 87, 88, 89, 90, 42] Key amongst these
findings was that shape alone is enough to stabilize an enormous diversity of crystalline
structures. For example, by studying over 100 different polyhedra Damasceno et al.[65]
showed several classes of structures such as liquid crystals, glasses, and numerous crystal
structures can form based on particle shape. Moreover, the study demonstrated the ability
to reasonably predict the class of structure that might form a priori.
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model, whereas the di-TNS micelles have a shell of short poly-
mers, more closely resembling the spherical micelles formed
by block copolymers (8, 46, 47) and functionalized dendrimers
(5, 12, 13). These models are computationally expensive, and thus
only relatively small systems in terms of the number of micelles
are explored. Fig. 3B depicts density isosurfaces (48) of the ag-
gregating tethers for a system of 2,500 mono-TNS building blocks
that assemble into approximately 60 spherical micelles arranged
in a sigma approximant. Fig. 3C depicts isosurfaces for a system
of 5,000 mono-TNSs that self-assemble into approximately 120
spherical micelles arranged in an FK structure containing
squares, triangles, shields, and rhombs. The increasing complexity
of the tiling arrangement with system size indicates that the TNS
system may form a higher-order approximant or a DQC in the
infinite limit. The mono-TNS micelles naturally exhibit shape
polydispersity. Fig. 3D shows a histogram of the asphericity, as,
computed from the principle radii of gyration (44) of the micelles,
with representative micelles at various values of as depicted in the
Inset. For reference, as ¼ 0 corresponds to an ideal sphere, and
as ¼ 0.02 corresponds to the MSM dimer with aspect ratio 1.45∶1
shown in Fig. 2C. Fig. 3F shows a sigma structure formed from
2,000 di-TNS building blocks that self-assemble into approxi-
mately 60 micelles. The distribution of as for the di-TNS (plotted
in SI Text) is similar to that for the mono-TNS system. Two repre-
sentative di-TNS micelles at low and high as are depicted in
Fig. 3G. Overall, FK structures self-assembled from TNS building
blocks were reproducibly observed in 20 independent simula-
tions. Whether these systems form DQCs in the infinite limit
remains an open question that should be explored in the future
as computational power increases.
Free-Energy Calculations
Having explored the self-assembly of the three micelle models,
we now perform free-energy calculations to investigate the ther-
modynamic basis underlying both aspects of our strategy for
DQC-like structure stabilization. The first aspect, the functiona-
lization of particles with mobile surface entities, is inspired by the
observation that soft-matter systems with relatively soft intermi-
celle interactions often form non-close-packed structures, as de-
scribed in the Introduction. For example, spherical dendrimeric
micelles functionalized with alkyl tails to create a “squishy coro-
na” are known to form non-close-packed structures such as the
bcc and A15 crystals (11). Ziherl and Kamien proposed that the
formation of the bcc and A15 structures is related to the Kelvin
problem, which involves finding the space-filling arrangement of
cells that minimizes surface contact area (12, 13). In this picture,
the dendrimeric micelles adopt structures with low surface con-
tact area in order to reduce steric interactions between terminal
polymer groups. The bcc and A15 crystals both exhibit low sur-
face contact area, with A15 representing the current best-known
solution to the Kelvin problem (14). It has been suggested (5) that
this mechanism may also stabilize the dendrimer DQC observed
in experiments (5). However, because minimizing surface area
alone favors the A15 structure rather than the DQC, other factors
must be important as well.
We calculate the Helmholtz free energy, F (49, 50), as a func-
tion of the surface particle mobility k for a system of mono-
disperse MSMs (i.e., without dimers); see SI Text for more infor-
mation. The value of F in Fig. 4A is shown relative to the value for
the hcp crystal, taken as a convenient reference state. Fig. 4A
illustrates that as k decreases (i.e., surface particle mobility in-
creases), F decreases more rapidly for the A15, dodecagonal
approximant (dod), and bcc structures than for the fcc and hcp
structures. Here, the value for the dod curve is the average of the
sigma phase and several higher-order square-triangle approxi-
mants to the DQC (31), all of which have nearly identical free
energies. For low k, bcc appears to be the stable state, consistent
with our MSM simulation results. For very low k (k < 3) the sys-
tem becomes disordered. The change in F as a function of k is
the strongest for the A15 structure, which minimizes surface
contact area, followed by the dod and bcc structures, respectively.
We note that the dod structure has a lower free energy than the
A15 structure over the entire range; however, at sufficiently low
k, the difference in free energy between bcc, A15, and dod is
indistinguishable. The change in F with k is entropically driven;
the difference in average potential energy hUi changes little, and
does not decrease with F (Fig. 4A, Inset). This serves as a direct
verification of the predictions of Ziherl and Kamien (12, 13).
Note that the Z structure (Fig. 1C) is omitted because it is not
stable in the parameter range under consideration. Although the
trends in entropy are as we expect, we find surface particle
mobility alone is not sufficient to stabilize DQCs or approximants
for the state points and model under consideration. Thus, as our
self-assembly simulations previously showed, a second mechan-
ism is needed to form DQC structures for this model.
The thermodynamic basis underlying the second aspect of
our strategy—shape polydispersity—can be understood in the
context of previous studies of both quasicrystal formation and
sphere packing. Systems of particles with short-ranged, spheri-
cally symmetric interaction potentials, such as hard spheres or
particles with short-ranged van der Waals interactions, modeled
by the Lennard–Jones (LJ) potential, tend to form close-packed
crystals in the solid phase (e.g., fcc and/or hcp). Although these
Fig. 3. TNS systems. (A) Schematic of a mono-TNS building block, where the
eight tether beads (blue) of size σ aggregate and self-assemble spherical
micelles with a soft core surrounded by relatively hard “satellite” nanopar-
ticles (white) of size 2.5σ that act as mobile surface entities. (B) A simulation
snapshot of approximately 60 micelles formed by mono-TNS that arrange
into a sigma approximant, and (C) approximately 120 mono-TNS micelles
that form a DQC-like structure; for both systems, ϕ ¼ 0.275 and T ¼ 1.1.
(D) Histogram of asphericity, as, of the mono-TNS micelles in the sigma phase.
(E) Schematic of the di-TNS building block, where the four beads in the tether
(green) each of size σ aggregate and nanoparticles (white) of size 2σ are also
attractive; four bead tethers (purple) of bead size σ that do not aggregate
coat the outside of themicelle. (F) Approximately 60 di-TNSmicelles arranged
in a sigma approximant at ϕ ¼ 0.2 and T ¼ 1.2. (G) Representative di-TNS
micelles with different as. In all cases, for clarity, we show density isosurfaces
of the aggregating polymer tethers (i.e., the micelle core); additional views
of the structures are included in the SI Text.
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Figure 1.3: Simulated mesophases: (a) Double gyroid formed by tethered nanoparticle
telechelics [11]; (b) tetragonally cylinder structure and [6;6;6] columnar structure assem-
bled by di-tethered nanospheres with different planar angles, θ, between two tethers [12];
(c) bilayer sheets and honeycomb grid formed by laterally tethered nanorods [13]; (d) do-
decagonal quasicrystal formed by mono-tethered nanoparticles [14]; Figure t ken from our
prospective.[9]
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Directional
Potentials
Shape
Component 
Immiscibility
Figure 1.4: Mesoscale assembly “anisotropy” axes: Anisotropy axis for relevant assem-
bly dimensions in nanoparticle systems. By tuning nanoparticle shape and interaction, re-
searchers can tune the resultant structure and ordering in TNP systems. Additionally, recon-
figurability of these building blocks will allow for tunable and responsive next-generation
materials.
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1.4 Final introductory remarks
As we have seen, neither the ability to synthesize and assemble complex particles or phases,
nor our ability to simulate them is lacking. Still, a comprehensive framework to predict
general assemblies for general building blocks is not in hand. Thus, the focus of this thesis
is developing model systems that probe our understanding of how the architecture and
interactions of building blocks affect the mesoscale structures they self-assemble.
We will discuss three specific case studies - polymer/nanoparticle composite building-
block assemblies, star polymer microdroplets, and amino-acid coated nanoparticles with
embedded dipoles that form rods of preferred chirality. In each case study, building-block
features - such as the architecture of the block or interactions between the blocks, or pieces
of an individual block - are varied in a systematic way. Through varying these blocks and
their interactions we demonstrate both enormous diversity in the bulk-scale equilibrium
thermodynamic assembly behavior, as well as the ability to tune the morphology and func-
tionality of the resultant self-assembled structures (in our case, droplets and rods). In all
cases predictions from simulations are used to either guide building-block assembly or to
offer detailed insight into structures that were not previously understood. Additionally, we
establish general, domain-agnostic mesophase behavior, as well as hypothesize synthesis
and assembly strategies to target highly specific structures for any given application. Where
appropriate, text and figures have been taken or adapted directly from our published work;
these sections are noted, and guide the reader to the publication for further details.
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CHAPTER 2
Model
2.1 Molecular dynamics simulation method
We utilize a minimal coarse-grained model used in previous works to study the phase be-
havior of our building-blocks.[70, 12, 91, 73] These models vary between cases, as different
methods are needed to incorporate all relevant aspects of assembly. We begin with a discus-
sion of relevant forces for capturing immiscibility between building-block components, and
the solvent; this lays the ground work for all simulations involving polymer-based build-
ing blocks. Next, we discuss the Discrete Element Method, our method for incorporating
particle shape in MD simulations that is adapted from the granular materials community.
Additionally, we address two anisotropic potentials that were used in nanoparticle simula-
tions. Finally, we conclude with details on dissipative particle dynamics, which is used for
fast, large-scale simulations of pure polymeric systems.
The Lennard-Jones pair potential is used to capture immiscibility in polymer-based
simulations; in all cases block portions are immiscible, inducing species to aggregate. A
shifted LJ is used to incorporate size differences between polymer beads and nanoparticles.
The radially shifted Lennard-Jones pair potential is:
V SLJij (r) = 4ij
[(
σij
(r − δ)
)12
−
(
σij
(r − δ)
)6]
(2.1)
The attractive interaction potential, which is applied between nanoparticle pairs of the
same type (NPA-NPA, NPB-NPB), is:
Uattractiveij (r) =
{
V SLJij (r)− V SLJij (rSLJcut ) r < rSLJcut + δ
0 r > rSLJcut + δ
(2.2)
The units of interaction strength ij are ij = 1.0 between all particle pairs, the units
of diameter for all beads in the system are σij = 1.0σ, δ =
Di−Dj
2
− 1 is the magnitude of
12
the shift (where Di and Dj are the diameters of beads i and j, respectively), and rSLJcut =
2.5σ. This form of the potential assures that there is no softening of the potential when
accommodating systems of NPs with different diameters.
For unlike pairs (NPA-NPB, NPA-t, NPB-t, t-t) we use a shifted Weeks-Chandler-
Anderson (SWCA) potential.[92] SWCA is the LJ potential shifted by  and with rWCAcut =
21/6σ:
U repulsiveij (r) =
{
V SLJij (r)− V SLJij (rWCAcut ) r < rWCAcut + δ
0 r > rWCAcut + δ
(2.3)
Nanoparticles are bonded to end tether beads with finitely extensible non-linear elastic
(FENE) springs:
UFENEij (r) = −
1
2
kR20 ln
[
1−
(
rij
R0
)2]
(2.4)
with k = 30 ε
σ2
as the spring constant and R0 = 1.5σ equal to the maximum allowed
separation between the two particles, which avoids artificial tether crossing. Additionally,
FENE springs are used to bond individual beads of the tether.
For the TNPs, σ is the individual bead diameter,m is the bead mass, and  is the LJ inter-
action strength, making the dimensionless time of the system t =
√
mσ2/ε. Temperature
is given by T ∗ = kbT/, and controls the degree of immiscibility of individual particles.
The volume fraction, φ, of the system is determined by dividing the total excluded volume
of all beads by the total volume of the box.
Systems are simulated in an implicit solvent within the NVT ensemble, using Brow-
nian Dynamics[93] (BD), which obviates the need for explicit solvent (and thus reduces
the computational workload). Particle trajectories are governed by the Langevin equation,
given by
mir¨i(t) = F
C
i (ri(t)) + F
R
i (t)− γivi(t) (2.5)
where mi is the particle’s mass, ri is the position, FCi is the conservative force on the
particle, FRi is a random force, vi is the particle velocity and γi is the particle’s friction
coefficient. The friction coefficient is γi = −6piηa, where η is the solvent viscosity and
a is the particle diameter. FCi is the conservative force established by the SLJ and FENE
potential fields. The random force , FRi , satisfies the Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem.
The combined effect of the friction coefficient, γ, and the random force, FRi , is to couple
particles to a non-momentum-conserving heat bath.
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All simulations are performed using the Highly Optimized Object-oriented Molecular
Dynamics (HOOMD)-Blue software package,[94, 23] a GPU-based MD code.
All phases are identified through a combination of visual inspection, diffraction pattern,
radial distribution function (RDF), and bond order diagram (BOD) analysis. To obtain unit
cells, micelle and network node locations are determined by using Gaussian blurring and
thresholding on particle positions. Blurred particle positions are averaged over at least 100
frames, which are dumped every 1000∆t. Micelle and network node locations are then
determined by constructing a cluster centroid from the blurred and averaged density grid.
Unit cells are then compared to perfect crystal structures for final structure determination.
Where possible, system snapshots are rendered with individual nanoparticle beads. In some
cases, however, the larger nanoparticle species is rendered as a transparent isosurface, so
that ordering in the smaller species is not obscured.
2.1.1 Dissipative particle dynamics
In cases where only polymer beads need to be simulated, but the effects of the solvent are
important, we use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD). DPD is an excellent tool for such
systems because the pairwise force is purely repulsive and linear, meaning that forces are
bounded, allowing for a much larger time step, resulting in faster simulations; additionally,
this method is easily parallelized, allowing for very large simulations.[95, 24]
In the DPD model, three forces are applied to each particle at each time step - a conser-
vative, a random, and a dissipative force.
F = FC(r) + FR,ij(rij) + FD,ij(vij) (2.6)
where the forces are given by:
FC(r) = A · w(rij) (2.7)
FR,ij(rij) = −θij
√
3
√
2kbγT
∆t
· w(rij) (2.8)
FD,ij(rij) = −γw2(rij) (rˆij ◦ vij) (2.9)
and
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w(rij) = (1− r/rcut) r < rcut (2.10)
= 0 r ≥ rcut
The conservative force, Fc, is a purely repulsive force meant to inhibit overlap between
particles; the strength of this force is tuned through the coefficient A, allowing particles to
be less or more repulsive. A pairwise random force, FR, mimics the effect of the solvent
on the non-solvent beads. The dissipative force, FD, tunes the effective viscosity of the
system by opposing the motion of the particle. Because the forces are applied pairwise, the
DPD system is momentum conserving.
2.2 Discrete element method for molecular dynamics
In cases where the nanoparticle shape is crucial[65, 86], we use an adaptation of the dis-
crete element method (DEM), which has been used extensively by the granular materials
community to obtain dynamics of anisotropic particles in the past.[96, 97, 98, 99, 100] This
method stands alongside similar methods for capturing shape, such as Monte Carlo [101]
and event-driven molecular dynamics[102, 103, 104, 90]. In this method, interactions be-
tween particles are modeled as interactions between the minimal set of lower-dimensional
geometric features which capture the geometric features of the shapes of interest. Here we
describe a conservative adaptation of DEM to run in parallel on Graphics Processing Units
within the HOOMD-Blue[94] molecular dynamics framework. This section is adapted
from our manuscript on the DEM MD model, which is in preperation.[15]
2.2.1 DEM model
Some assumptions must be made about the simulated particles for the method described
here to be useful in classical molecular dynamics. First, we assume that the polytopal
shapes have been rounded by a sphere or disk of a given radius. This is necessary to
smooth the interaction’s dependence on particle orientation to be resolvable with a nonzero
timestep. Second, we assume that particles interact only through short-range, repulsive
forces. These assumptions allow us to approximate interactions between the volumes of
particles i and j as interactions between the nearest points of lower-dimensional features
in the particles using simple point-point interactions, without integrating over the volumes
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edge - edge
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Figure 2.1: DEM feature checks: Various checks must be performed against the geometric
features of the shape - faces, edges, and vertices. Taken from our DEM manuscript, in
preparation.[15]
of the particles. In 2D, it is sufficient to consider interactions between all pairs of ver-
tices and edges between the two particles. In 3D, simulating polyhedral volumes requires
interactions between all pairs of vertices and faces and all pairs of edges and edges.
In typical MD a building block is often built up out of stacked or overlapping spheres,
which are treated as an individual rigid body; forces are calculated between all pairs of
spheres, but translations and rotations are applied to the body as a whole. Within DEM
these units are instead built up out of the geometric features of a 2D or 3D polytope: vertices
(V ), edges (E), and faces (F ). Forces and torques are then calculated on the particle due
to contributions from all pairs of geometric features; in 3D, the potential energy Uij for
particles i and j is defined as
Uij =
∑
Ei∈i,Ej∈j
U(Ei, Ej) +
∑
Vi∈i,Fj∈j
U(Vi, Fj) +
∑
Vj∈j,Fi∈i
U(Vj, Fi) (2.11)
In 2D these features are reduced to only checks between vertices and edges.
Uij =
∑
Vi∈i,Ej∈j
U(Vi, Ej) +
∑
Vj∈j,Ei∈i
U(Vj, Ei) (2.12)
We evaluate energies, forces, and torques between particles at the closest points be-
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Figure 2.2: DEM edge-edge instability: Care must be taken to avoid numerical instability
in the edge - edge check. Taken from our DEM manuscript, in preparation.[15]
tween two features due to our approximately hard interaction. This distance can be found
using standard point-point, point-line, and point-plane formulae such as those available at
http://www.geometrictools.com.
Finally these energies, forces, and torques must be calculated and applied. Because
we are simulating nanoscale and colloidal systems, we choose a conservative pair potential
that is representative of these energies and well vetted within the community. A shifted and
truncated version of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA),[92]
creates a steep, purely repulsive force between pairs of features:
USLJij (r) = 4ij
[(σij
r
)12
−
(σij
r
)6]
(2.13)
UWCAij (r) =
{
USLJij (r)− USLJij (rWCAcut ) r < rWCAcut
0 r > rWCAcut
(2.14)
where rWCAcut = 2
1
6σ.
For simple system initialization schemes, it is common to encounter collisions of per-
fectly parallel edges. These collisions introduce a numerical instability for the molecular
dynamics integrator: the points of interaction fluctuate at every timestep between the end-
points of each edge, yielding an unstable torque that changes sign at every timestep. To
alleviate this issue while still only using point interactions, when two edges are sufficiently
close to parallel the interaction point is taken to be the midpoint of overlap between the two
edges.
A more common occurrence during simulation is for features to be “overcounted;” for
example, when a vertex happens to be the nearest point of contact between two shapes i
and j, the interaction is evaluated once for each face in i, once for each face in j, and
once for each pair of edges in i and j. This could lead to energetic “bumps” in the inter-
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Figure 2.3: DEM GPU decomposition: Thread decomposition for the GPU. Taken from
our DEM manuscript, in preparation.[15]
action: while the cutoff radius is not affected, the slope of the interaction is increased by
some multiplicative factor according to the geometry of the two interacting sites, causing
equipotential lines to expand slightly around vertices and edges. This effect should not
matter to the extent that the potential used is a good approximation of a “hard” force field.
For example, if two cubes are touching perfectly face to face, they will have an interaction
strength 36 times as large as a single vertex-face interaction. If the single vertex-vertex
interaction had a strength of 1kBT , then the 1kBT isosurface for the now 36kBT interac-
tion would have moved out by 9.4% of the rounding radius. Due to the cutoff in the WCA
potential, it is impossible for the rounding radius to be increased by more than a factor of
2
1/6 with this overcounting effect.
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2.2.2 DEM algorithm
The total force, torque, and potential energy for a given particle is the sum of the force,
torque, and potential energy contributions between it and its neighbors. In 2D, two CUDA
threads are assigned to each vertex of particle i. The first thread assigned to a given ver-
tex calculates and sums the force, torque, and potential energy contributions between that
vertex and the nearest point to that vertex on each edge of each neighboring particle j. The
second thread assigned to a given vertex calculates and sums the force, torque, and poten-
tial energy contributions between the nearest point on the edge beginning at that vertex in
particle i to each vertex in each neighboring particle j.
In 3D, two CUDA threads are assigned to each vertex of particle i and one thread is
assigned to each edge of particle i. The first vertex thread calculates the interaction between
that vertex and the nearest point to each face in each neighboring particle j. The second
vertex thread calculates the interaction between that vertex in each neighboring particle j
and the nearest point of each face of particle i. The edge thread calculates the interaction
between the nearest point on its edge of particle i to each edge of each neighboring particle
j.
2.3 Anisotropic potentials
2.3.1 Dipole potential
To model interactions between particles that have a net dipole charge, we use a model from
previous studies.[34, 32, 36] The energy between pairs of interacting particles is:
Uij =
qiqj
4pi0rij
e−krijC20+
qiµjcos(θj) + qjµicos(θi)
4pi0r2ij
e−krijC0C1+
µiµj
4pi0r3ij
{
cos(θi)cos(θj)[2 + krij + (krij)
2]+
sin(θi)sin(θj)cos(φi − φj)[1 + krij]
}
e−krijC21 (2.15)
with
C0 =
eka
1 + ka
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a)
b)
Figure 2.4: DEM algorithm performance: Performance of the DEM MD implementation
over system size for various shapes. Taken from our DEM manuscript, in preparation.[15]
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and
C1 =
3eka
2 + 2ka+ (ka)2 + 0(1 + ka)/
where qi and qj is the charge carried by particle i and j, µi and µj are the dipole mo-
ments, rij is the distance between particle centers, θi and θj are the angles of the dipole
vector with respect to the vector connecting the centers of the particles, φi and φj are dihe-
dral angles that describe the relative orientation of the dipoles, 0 is the permittivity of free
space,  is the permittivity of the solvent, and a is the radius of the nanoparticle.
2.3.2 Chiral potential
In one study, we choose to apply a chiral bias, or “twist”, between interacting faces of
tetrahedral nanoparticles. Two particles i and j that are within range to interact (their
centers of mass are within some cuttoff distance) iterate through their faces, and impose a
”twist” to pairs of interacting faces. So, each particle must iterate between all pairs of faces
1-1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, ..., 4-4. The applied potential V(r) is chosen to be purely repulsive, as
well as smooth and differentiable everywhere.
V (r) =  ∗ (1− r
λ
)
5
2 (2.16)
dV (r)
dr
= −5
2

λ
∗ (1− r
λ
)
3
2 (2.17)
The normal of face i on particle 1 is given by zˆ
′(1)
i and the normal of face j on particle i
is zˆ
′(2)
j . Primes indicate that the coordinates of the feature have been rotated into the body
frame of the particle. Face directions are given by wˆ
′(1)
i and wˆ
′(2)
j ; these directions are
reference points for calculation of the chiral potential, with the angle between these two
directions determining the amount of “twist”. A modulation ξ ∼ sin(3θ) = 3sin(θ) −
4sin3(θ) is applied between pairs of interacting faces. The form of this modulation is -
ξij =
1
2
(wˆ
′(1)
i × wˆ
′(2)
j ) · (zˆ
′(1)
i − zˆ
′(2)
j ) (2.18)
This modulation has the effect of destabilizing face to face contacts, instead encourag-
ing faces to twist with respect to one another. This results in an effective potential -
V ±ξ (r, w
(1)
i , w
(2)
j ) = ±V (r) · (3ξ − 4ξ3) (2.19)
where the total Force from particle i to particle j is given by -
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F12 = ±
∑
ij
dVij
drij
1
rij
(~r12 + c
′(1)
i − c
′(2)
j )(3ξij − 4ξ3ij) (2.20)
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CHAPTER 3
Complex Structures formed by Tethered
Nanoparticle Building Blocks
Tethered nanoparticles are best thought of as a conceptual framework that allows for tuning
domain properties on nearly every scale.[51] These TNPs create a spectrum of mesoscopic
assemblies, such as: 1) pseudo - 2D assemblies (e.g. lamellae), 2) micellar structures adopt-
ing BCC, Frank-Kasper, or quasicrystalline patterns, and 3) complex diamond, gyroid, or
other networks. In this section, we highlight a collection of such phases assembled in two
different classes of tethered nanoparticles - “telechelics” and “giant surfactants”. While
a TNP “telechelic” shares more in common with triblock co-polymers, the TNP “giant
surfactant” is best thought of as large surfactant molecule, as its name implies.
In both cases of TNP simple geometric changes are made to the building-block - the
length of the polymer tether in both cases, and the size ratio of the two nanoparticle end-
groups for the telechelic. These small changes to the block result in dramatic changes in the
equilibrium morphology for a given set of thermodynamic conditions. For the telechelic,
phases ranging from sheets to networks emerge; the giant surfactants form a variety of
micelle phases, including Frank-Kasper phases[17]. The results of our TNPT have been
published, and are reproduced here; further information can be found in “Marson, R. L.;
Phillips, C. L.; Anderson, J. A; Glotzer, S. C. Nano letters 2014, 14, 2071-2078”.[16]
3.1 Tethered nanoparticle telechelics
In the case of TNP Telechelics NPs are modeled as beads of diameter 1.0σ, 2.0σ, 3.0σ,
or 4.0σ; tethers are modeled as chains of beads of diameter 1.0σ, which is the persistence
length of a polymer segment. We consider NPs of a single TNPT to be generally two differ-
ent particle types, as shown in Figure 3.1a). To mimic immiscibility between NPs, those of
the same type have an attractive interaction, while all other interactions are volume exclud-
ing. To model interactions we use a radially shifted Lennard-Jones (SLJ) potential, which
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L = 
# be
ads
WCA Repulsive
SHIFT
a)
b)
c)
LJ Attractive
FENE
DNPA
DNPB
Dt
Dr =
DNPA
DNPB
r − δ
r − δ
δ =
Di−Dj
2 − 1
δ =
Di−Dj
2 − 1δ = Di− j2 − 1
Figure 3.1: The TNPT model: (a) Four different nanoparticle lengths are explored: L = 2,
4, 6, and 8 beads. For each choice of L, three different diameter ratios are used: Dr =
DNPA
DNPB
= 1.0, 0.6, and 0.5. (b) NPs interact with like species via a SLJ potential. A shifted
WCA models a repulsion between unlike species. The nanoparticle is bonded to a tether
bead by a FENE spring; additionally, tether beads are also connected by FENE springs.
(c) Description of the shifted LJ and WCA potentials. The potential is shifted by δ and
evaluated at a distance r − δ. Figure reproduced from publication.[16]
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shifts the potential to the surface of the particle. Figure 3.1b) illustrates the interactions
between particle types.
Simulations are initialized with N = 1000 TNPTs randomly placed in a periodic, cubic
box. The system is randomized by raising the temperature well above the order-disorder
transition temperature, T ∗ >> T ∗ODT , for 10 million time steps. All simulations begin
dilute, and are compressed to the desired volume fraction over 104 time steps by uniformly
scaling the box dimensions. The system temperature is lowered by δT ∗ = 0.05, and run
for 20 million time steps at each increment, to a final temperature of T ∗ = 0.25. All
simulations use a time step ∆t = 0.005
√
mσ2/ε. Each simulation is repeated 10 times
with different random initial conditions.
The simulated nanoparticles (NP) are assigned a diameter DNP = 1σ, 2σ, 3σ, or
4σ. In all figures the smaller nanosphere is labeled nanoparticle A (NPA) and colored
blue; the larger is labeled nanoparticle B (NPB) and colored yellow. We simulate three
nanoparticle diameter ratios - Dr =
DNPA
DNPB
= 1.0, 0.67, and 0.5 - and four tether lengths -
L = 2, 4, 6, and 8 beads of diameter 1σ. Every system was simulated at volume fractions
φ = 35%, 40%, 45%, and 50%; additionally, where noted, some cases were investigated at
lower volume fractions. Each temperature schedule represents at least ten separate simu-
lations. All phases reported occurred in three or more of the ten independent simulations.
Each phase contains at least two unit cells per box direction (8 total unit cells), aside from
the Ia3d and Fddd networks, which contain one unit cell.
We report several phases that are new to the TNP design-space, and identify new
analogs to several structures that have been previously reported in TNP simulations where
the building blocks are comprised of a single NP and one or two tethers. [70, 72, 80, 12,
73, 91] Figure 3.2 shows a phase diagram of the observed structures. Two phases - BCC
spherical micelles and tetragonal long micelles - that were found for parameters that fell
outside the parameter range of Figure 3.2.
3.1.1 Micelle in network phases
3.1.1.1 β − Sn micelles in network −
For tether lengths of L = 6 and L = 8, at φ = 35% and Dr = 0.5, the TNPT assembles
a β − Sn (with an elongated c-axis) phase, as shown in Figure 3.3a. Figure 3.3b shows
the particle centroids extracted by Gaussian filtering and the BOD of the nearest neighbor
centroids. The centroid diffraction pattern is shown from two different symmetry axes, Fig.
3.3c (left), and compared to the diffraction pattern of an ideal β−Sn crystal structure, Fig.
3.3c (right).
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Volume fractionVolume fraction Volume fraction
Increasing size Asymmetry
L =
 2
L =
 4
L =
 6
L =
 8
Dr = 1.0 Dr = 0.5Dr = 0.67
      /SLMβ − SnI4132
R3m Ia3d
Figure 3.2: Phase diagram. At top, each of the three diameter ratios (Dr) are listed from
most to least size-symmetric; tether length (L) increases from top to bottom. Each diagram
contains a listing of phases found between 35% and 50% volume fraction (φ), over a wide
temperature range. Regions are shaded and separated with dotted lines to guide the reader.
Overlapping symbols indicate multiple stable phases in a region. Figure reproduced from
publication.[16]
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d)
f)
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a) b)
Figure 3.3: Micelle Phases. (a) β−Snmicelles. (b) (left) The micelle centroids and (right)
a BOD for the nearest neighbor centroids. (c) The diffraction pattern of the centroids (left)
and an ideal β−Sn crystal. (d)BCC micelles. (e) A unit cell constructed from the micelle
centroids and a BOD for the nearest neighbor centroids. (f) The diffraction pattern of the
centroids (left) and an ideal BCC crystal. Figure reproduced from publication.[16]
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In this phase, NPA form spherical micelles that decorate a β − Sn lattice, while NPB
form a continuous β−Sn network. As is characteristic of the β−Sn crystal structure, the
micelles are offset (do not lie on the same line) and alternate through the crystal structure
from two symmetry axis. Because this β−Sn phase has an elongated c-axis the BOD does
not indicate neighbors at the north and south “poles”, as would be found for the BOD of an
ideal β − Sn crystal structure. NPB forms a continuous network phase that surrounds the
micelles. This phase is the tetragonal analog to the diamond crystal, compressed in the “c”
direction; the ideal β − Sn crystal structure is further compressed in the “c” direction. The
network phase is shown as a yellow transparent isosurface in Figure 3.3a.
3.1.1.2 BCC micelles in network −
For tether lengths of L = 2 at φ = 30%, 35%, 45%, and L = 4 at φ = 45%, with Dr = 0.5
the TNPT assembles a body centered cubic (BCC) micelle phase, shown in Figure 3.3d.
This data is not shown in Figure 2, as this phase was found in a small set of simulations
where, despite the same ratio of 1/2, the absolute sphere sizes are twice as big (Dr = 2σ4σ ,
instead of 1σ
2σ
).
In the BCC phase NPA beads form micelles, which decorate a BCC lattice. Figure
3e shows a BCC unit cell extracted from the simulation data and the BOD of the micelle
centroids. The diffraction pattern of the four-fold axis of the centroid is shown in Figure
3f (left), along with the diffraction pattern of a perfect BCC crystal structure. NPB form
a network that surrounds the lattice. The network phase is shown as a yellow transparent
isosurface in Figure 3.3d.
3.1.2 Network phases
3.1.2.1 Gyroid networks −
The TNPT assembles two types of gyroid structures, the alternating gyroid (AG) and the
double gyroid (DG).
The AG forms at tether lengths of L = 6 for φ = 35%, 40%, 45% as well as at L = 8 for
φ = 35%, 40% for Dr = 1.0. The AG is also found for φ = 40% at L = 8 and Dr = 0.5.
The AG has symmetry I4132 (No. 217) and is composed of two interpenetrating gyroid
networks of opposite chirality composed ofNPA andNPB respectively, as shown in Figure
3.4b. The polymer tether fills the dividing space between the two networks. The NPA and
NPB domains are shown on the top and bottom right of Figure 3.4d, respectively. Within a
single gyroid network, three edges of the network connect at a node. Nodes connected by
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Figure 3.4: Network Phases. Three network structures. (a) Ia3d (Space group No. 230)
Double Gyroid. (b) I4132 (Space group No. 214) Alternating Gyroid. (c) Fddd (Space
group No. 70) Fddd network. Figure reproduced from publication.[16]
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an edge are rotated 70.5 degrees relative to each other.[26] The nodes formed in both the
NPA and NPB gyroid can be seen on the right of Figure 3.4b.
The DG forms for tether lengths of L = 6 at φ = 40%, 45%, 50% and for L = 8 at
φ = 50% at Dr = 0.5; it is shown in Figure 3.4a. In contrast to the AG, in the DG
both halves of the interpenetrating gyroid network are composed of NPA (Fig. 3.4a, top
right), and are surrounded by the tether. Thus, the DG of symmetry Ia3d (No. 230) has
an inversion symmetry that the AG does not. The NPB (Fig. 3.4a, bottom right) forms the
minimal surface that divides the two gyroid networks.
Per Figure 3.2, at L = 6, there is an order-order phase transition between the DG and
either the HLM or R3m network, but at L = 8 the DG forms spontaneously from a disor-
dered system. In all regions except for L = 6 at φ = 50%, the DG competes for stability
with the Fddd network (section 3.2.2).
3.1.2.2 Fddd network −
An Fddd network phase (space group No.70) forms at tether length L = 6, φ = 35% and
40% for Dr = 0.67, and at φ = 40% for Dr = 0.5. At a tether length of L = 8, the Fddd
network forms at φ = 40%, 45%, and 50% for Dr = 0.5.
As shown in Figure 3.4e, NPA form a continuous network where three edges meet at
each node; each node and edge group lie in the same plane. Two of the edges connect to a
node with edges in the same plane, while the third edge connects to a node rotated into a
new plane. This pattern of node connections combines the patterns of the PL (same plane)
and DG/AG (different plane) network structures. [26] NPB forms a surface that surrounds
the network. The NPA and NPB domains are shown on the right of Figure 3.4e.
Per Figure 3.2, at Dr = 0.67 there is an order-order phase transition between the Fddd
phase and PL or HLM. At Dr = 0.5, there is an order-order phase transition between the
Fddd phase and R3m. In several regions the Fddd network competes for stability with the
DG.
3.1.3 Long micelle phases
3.1.3.1 Tetragonally arranged, alternating long micelles −
For a tether length of L = 8 at φ = 25%, Dr = 1.0, the TNPT system forms a tetragonal
packing of long cylindrical micelles (TLM). This phase was found in a small set of simula-
tions outside the range shown in Figure 3.2. This was the only ordered phase observed for
φ < 35%.
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In this phase, both NPA and NPB form long micelles, as seen in Figure 3.5f. The LM
arrange tetragonally, rather than hexagonally, and alternate NPA and NPB. The polymer
tether fills the space between the LM.
3.1.3.2 Hexagonally arranged, long micelles −
For a tether length of L = 2 and 4, φ = 35 − 50%, Dr = 0.67 and 0.5, the TNPT system
forms hexagonally arranged long micelles (HLM). The phase also forms for a tether length
of L = 6, φ = 35%, 45%, 50% and L = 8, φ = 45% and 50%, for Dr = 0.67, and L = 6,
φ = 45% and 50%, for Dr = 0.5.
In the HLM phase, NPA form LMs that are hexagonally arranged, as shown in Figure
3.5b. The tethers form a shell around the LMs. NPB forms a honeycomb shaped bilayer
around the LM. As the tether increases in length, the shell formed around the LM becomes
thicker.
As seen in Fig. 2, for L = 2, and L = 4, Dr = 0.67 and 0.5, HLM was the only stable
phase found. At L = 6 and 8, there is an order-order phase transition between HLM and PL
phases, the Fddd network, and R3m.
3.1.3.3 R3mmicelles −
A network phase of space group R3m (space group No. 166) forms at a tether length L =
6 at φ = 40%, 45%, 50%, Dr = 0.5.
Within this phase, NPA forms a weaving long micelle type structure. These structures
have nearly straight sections that weave around the surface formed by NPB, forming dis-
tinct “kinks” followed by persistent straight sections. The effect of these kinks is to create
a distinct “square-wave”- like long micelle, as shown in Figure 3.5e. This structure shares
the same space group with hexagonally perforated lamellar structures of type ABC packing
(HPLABC), but is a different structure.[105]
3.1.3.4 Honeycomb with spherical & long micelles −
For tether lengths of L = 6 and L = 8, at φ = 35%, and Dr = 0.5 the TNPT assembles a
Honeycomb with Spherical and Long Micelle (HC/SLM) phase , as shown in Figure 3.5d.
This phase forms in the same region of the phase diagram, for the same thermodynamic
parameters, as the β − Sn micelles.
In this phase NPB forms a honeycomb-like structure with lateral perforations that are
perpendicular to the long axis of the honeycomb. NPA forms a set of alternating spherical
and long micelles; long micelles sit in the center of HC cells, while spherical micelles
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occupy the lateral perforations. The tether forms a shell around the micelles, filling the
space between NPA and NPB.
3.1.4 Lamellar phases -
3.1.4.1 Lamellae −
For Dr = 0.5 lamellar (LAM) sheets are the most prevalent structure. At tether lengths
L = 2 and L = 4 this is the only ordered phase present at all φ. For L = 6 the AG forms at
intermediate T ∗, with a LAM configuration stable at low T ∗. At the longest tether length,
L = 8, LAM structures form at intermediate to high T ∗, remaining stable throughout the
simulation.
The LAM structure is composed of two nanoparticle domains that each form a layer
spanning the length of the box. An example of this type of structure is shown as the equi-
librated phase in Figure 3.5a. Nanoparticle domains alternate in chemical specificity. The
spacing between layers in the LAM structure is determined by the length of the polymer
tether; increasing tether length increases the spacing between layers.
3.1.4.2 Perforated lamellae −
Perforated lamellae (PL) form for Dr = 0.67 at both the L = 6 and L = 8 tether lengths.
In the L = 6 tether length case, HPL form at φ = 40%, and 45% for low T ∗. Increas-
ing the tether length to L = 8, we also see a prevalence of PL structures forming at φ =
35%, 40%, 45%, and 50%; here the HPL form at intermediate T ∗.
In this phase, NPA forms a set of lamellar sheets with perforations. NPB forms a
honeycomb-like structure that surrounds the PL. This HC structure contains lateral perfo-
rations, which accommodate the PL. This phase neighbors the HLM phase because of their
structural similarity, where the PL phase is a higher density structure with connections that
develop between like nanoparticle species. For NPA, these connections occur between
tubes, laterally, to become PL; for NPB, layers connect vertically to form a HC-like struc-
ture.
3.1.5 Discussion
The TNPT design space contains the same set of structures found in linear triblock copoly-
mer systems. All linear TBCP phases reported as equilibrium or metastable phases in the
literature[26] appear in our phase diagram, including: BCC micelles, hexagonal tubes,
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Figure 3.5: LAM, PL, and LM phases. The left column shows simulations results for the
following phases: (a) lamellar phase, (b) honeycomb plus long micelle phase, (c) lamellar
plus perforated lamellar phase, (d) lamellar plus short/long micelle phase, (e) (R3m) per-
forated lamellar plus long micelle phase, and (f) tetragonally arranged long micelle phase.
The middle and right column illustrate neighboring cross-sections of the phase. Figure
reproduced from publication.[16]
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tetragonal alternating tubes, both AB and ABC stacked perforated lamellar sheets, stan-
dard lamellar sheets, the Fddd structure, and both alternating (I4132) and double (Ia3d)
gyroids. [106, 107, 108, 109, 26, 110] This is significant in that it predicts that NPs, from a
variety of materials, can take the place of the usual polymer end blocks while maintaining
the same phase diversity.
Symmetry (or asymmetry) in the size of the NP end groups usually results in the as-
sembly of microphases that are likewise symmetric (or asymmetric) with respect to the end
groups. For Dr = 1.0, we find only symmetric phases, that is, phases invariant to exchang-
ing the two end groups. These phases are tetragonally arranged long micelles, the AG,
and AB lamellar sheets. As an example, in the AG, each of the two interpenetrating chiral
networks of the gyroid is composed of a single nanoparticle species. For Dr = 0.67 and
Dr = 0.5, all phases found are asymmetric with respect to the end groups. Thus, for the
DG, a single end group now forms both chiral networks of the gyroid; the other, larger, end
group forms the minimal surface that divides the space between interpenetrating networks.
The single exception is an AG that forms with Dr = 0.5 for L = 8 at φ = 40%. In this case,
the volume fractions of the two end groups are asymmetric. However, this phase is only
present at high T where the effective volume of the smaller nanoparticle domain is larger
due to large thermal fluctuations. At low T ∗, the system stabilizes an Fddd phase, which
is again asymmetric with respect to the end groups.
Increasing the length of the polymer tether provides the TNPT system with the con-
figurational freedom necessary to adopt an increasing number of complex phases. At
short tether lengths, we find only a single ordered phase at each diameter ratio - lamel-
lar sheets for Dr = 1.0 and hexagonally arranged long micelles in a honeycomb network
for Dr = 0.67 and Dr = 0.5. TNPT with short tethers are effectively floppy dimers and
form phases similar to those observed in sets of asymmetric, softened dumbbells.[89] At
longer tether lengths, several micelle and network phases are present. We also observe
order-order transitions, suggesting the configurational entropy added by the longer tether
is a significant contribution to the free energy. Also, more of the phases seen in triblock
copolymer system are observed in this part of the TNTP phase diagram.[26]
The most complex region of the phase diagram occurs where the diameter ratio is the
most asymmetric (Dr = 0.5) and the tether length is moderately long (L=6). Through-
out the assembly process the system must balance constraints imposed by asymmetry in
phase behavior due to nanoparticle size asymmetry and configurational freedom provided
by the tether. In this region the system is best able to balance these constraints, driving the
assembly of complex structures.
The β − Sn micelle in network phase of section 3.1.1, the R3m long micelles of sec-
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tion 3.3.3, and the honeycomb with spherical and long Micelles of section 3.3.4 have not
been reported in the triblock copolymer literature to our knowledge. In linear triblock
copolymers, the only micelle phase reported is BCC.[26] All three phases occur at the most
asymmetric diameter ratio, Dr = 1σ2σ = 0.5. We found that maintaining the same diameter
ratio, but doubling the volume of the end groups, produces a BCC micelle in network phase
instead. Both the R3m and HC/SLM are mixed lamellar - micellar morphologies
In several cases, we see competition between two phases in regions of the phase di-
agram. This occurs due to small differences in free energy between related phases. The
perforated lamellar phases, for example, have been proposed to be kinetically arrested,
metastable precursors to continuous network phases, for both block copolymer[111, 112,
113] and TNP systems[84, 72]. The Fddd and Ia3d gyroid are, similarly, known to be very
close in free energy.[114] Our simulations were run for tens of millions of time steps for
each temperature value reported, but this does not guarantee that the system will find the
free energy minimizing structure. Moreover, it is possible that even stable structures can
fluctuate out of equilibrium at higher temperatures and not fluctuate back over the duration
of a simulation. Deciding which structures are the true equilibrium structures, however, is
not the goal of the present study. Rather, we aim to qualitatively understand how tether-
ing can be used as a tool for the creation of complex self-assembled structures.[28] Thus,
we report both stable and robust metastable phases, mindful that metastable structures are
desirable[115] or can be important precursors in kinetic transitions to more complex struc-
tures like the gyroids.[105, 72, 116]
Our simulations predict that, compared to BCPs, the effect of replacing polymer blocks
with NPs has two significant effects. First, the conformational entropy of the end group
is reduced.[70, 12] Second, when the NPs are confined to an end-group domain of a
microphase-separated system, the local packing of the NPs induces order. Microphase sep-
aration promotes local icosahedral packing for spherical NPs, for example. [117, 72] As a
result, TNP systems can have additional ordering not found in polymer microphase sepa-
rated systems. By varying the geometry of the NPs, it may be possible to realize different
types of ordering in the NP domains that may impact the stability of different microphase
structures. This is an area for future study.
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can be designed using shape- and volume-persistent nanoparticles
as the polar heads and polymer chains of distinct composition and
architectures as the tails. Such polymer-tethered nanoparticles
have also been proposed as prototype shape amphiphiles. Al-
though computational modeling has predicted versatile phase
behaviors and unique self-assembled morphologies (31–33), the
potential of this class of materials has remained largely unexplored
experimentally due to the difficulty in their precise synthesis in
large quantity (34). Compact and rigid molecular nanoparticles
(MNPs) with specific symmetry and precise structure provide ac-
cess to perfect building blocks for the polar heads (30, 35, 36).
They include, but are not limited to, polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) (37, 38) and [60]fullerene (C60) (39, 40)
derivatives. In this paper, we report MNP-based giant surfactants
(Fig. 1A), as unique materials that can generate self-assembled
nanostructures with sub-10-nm feature sizes in the bulk, thin
film, and solution states. Not only do they exhibit a unique
duality of small-molecule surfactants and block copolymers, but
also they display diverse morphologies that are of significant
technological relevance.
Results and Discussion
If we consider MNPs as the polar heads, various giant surfactants
can be constructed in analogy to their small-molecule surfactant
counterparts, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1A. Notably, the
head groups can be different MNPs with patchy surface chem-
istry; whereas the tails can vary in chemical composition and
chain topology, both of which greatly diversify the molecular de-
sign and provide endless possibilities in fine-tuning their structural
formations. Extensive libraries of giant surfactants have been
synthesized (41–44) and screened for their self-assembled mor-
phologies in the bulk, thin film, and solution states, as outlined in
SI Text. Following the “click” philosophy, the syntheses of these
giant surfactants fulfill an assembly process that is modular,
robust, and efficient (45). Not only can each of the materials be
readily synthesized in gram quantities, but also the molecular
parameters (such as the identity of periphery functional groups
on MNPs and the length of polymer tails) can be individually
tailored and systematically varied. The chemical structures of five
exemplary giant surfactant libraries are shown in Fig. 1B, their
synthetic approaches are shown in Schemes S1–S5, and their
molecular characterizations are summarized in Table S1. In the
present study, all of the polymer tails are hydrophobic poly-
styrene (PS). It should be noted that they can also vary from a
wide range of selections (42). It is equally expected that the in-
troduction of other chemically incompatible polymers with com-
peting interactions would further enrich the palette and drive the
formation of unique hierarchical structures.
In the bulk, these giant surfactants readily undergo micro-
phase separation and self-assemble into various ordered mor-
phologies at the nanometer scale. Owing to the high diffusion
mobility of MNP heads and the lack of chain entanglement in the
relatively low molecular weight (MW) region of polymer tails,
they exhibit rapid self-assembly dynamics and achieve thermo-
dynamically stable phases typically within minutes to hours upon
thermal annealing. Fig. 2A shows a set of one-dimensional (1D)
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) profiles in reciprocal space
obtained from a subset of samples in library 1, DPOSS-PSn,
where DPOSS represents hydroxyl-functionalized POSS and n
denotes the average degree of polymerization of PS with dif-
ferent lengths. With increasing PS tail length (also the volume
fraction of PS, VPS, Table S1), the self-assembled structures
change from lamellae (Lam), to double gyroids (DG), to hex-
agonally packed cylinders (Hex), and further to body-centered
cubic spheres (BCC). This is in good agreement with the ob-
servation of microtomed thin sections of the bulk samples in real
A
B
Fig. 1. Cartoon illustration of various giant sur-
factants and representative libraries studied in this
work. (A) Cartoon illustration of typical giant sur-
factants, including (Left to Right, Top to Bottom)
normal giant surfactant, patchy giant surfactant,
necklace-like giant surfactant, giant lipid, multitailed
giant surfactant, hybrid giant surfactant, giant bola-
form surfactant, giant gemini surfactant, multiheaded
giant surfactant, and hetero-headed giant surfactant.
(B) Library 1 refers to XPOSS-PSn, where X denotes
the functional groups on POSS (D for hydroxyls, A
for carboxylic acids, and F for perfluorinated chains).
Library 2 refers to AC60-PSn. Library 3 refers to
XPOSS-2PSn, where the attachment of two identical
tails to a junction point introduces a topological ef-
fect. Library 4 refers to AC60-2PSn, which could be
topological isomers to library 2. Library 5 refers to
a series of multiheaded surfactants, 3XPOSS-PSn.
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characteristics reproducibly form DQCs and/or approximants.
These models—a simplified model of a spherical micelle (MSM)
and two micelle-forming systems composed of tethered nano-
sphere (TNS) building blocks (21–24)—represent the only simu-
lated micellar systems currently known to form 3D quasicrystals
or approximants through self-assembly. Because the models are
closely related to experimental systems known to form DQCs
and/or approximants (4, 5, 8, 9), our results may provide pertinent
insight regarding their formation. In the future, the assembly
strategy that we employ may serve as a heuristic for expanding the
range of systems that assemble DQCs and approximants.
DQCs and Approximants
We first introduce definitions and terminology that will facilitate
our discussions in subsequent sections. A crystal is defined as a
structure with long-range positional order, as identified, for ex-
ample, by the presence of Bragg peaks in the diffraction pattern
(25). A quasicrystal is a quasi-periodic crystal; that is, a crystal
that lacks periodicity (26), but still exhibits diffraction peaks.
Quasicrystals sometimes (but need not) exhibit rotational symme-
tries that are incompatible with periodicity. Several types of
quasicrystals have been observed in experiment, but in this article
we focus on DQCs in particular because those are, to date, the
most commonly reported type of quasicrystal in soft-matter sys-
tems. DQCs are characterized by their long-range dodecagonal
rotational symmetry.
DQCs are polytetrahedral structures (27) of the Frank–Kasper
(FK) type (28). For the class of FK structures considered here,
ordered structures are distinguished by their “tiling” pattern, con-
structed by connecting the centers of neighboring 12-member
rings of particles (see Fig. 1 B–E). The structures are layered,
and, whether periodic or aperiodic in the plane, they repeat
periodically in the direction orthogonal to the plane (into the
page in Fig. 1). There are five valid tiles that can be arranged
to form structures with complete 12-member rings without disor-
der. These tiles take the shape of a square, a triangle, a rhomb, a
shield, and an asymmetric hexagon (18), and are illustrated in
Fig. 1B. Periodic arrangements of these tiles result in periodic
crystals, sometimes known as “approximants,” that are indistin-
guishable from DQCs locally (29). Three common approximants,
known as the A15, Z, and sigma structures, are shown in Fig. 1C.
Increasingly complex approximants, such as the structure de-
picted in Fig. 1D, can be constructed by inflation, whereby tiles
are sequentially replaced with smaller subtiles (30, 31).
In addition to periodic arrangements, nonperiodic arrange-
ments of tiles that fill the plane can also be constructed, resulting
in quasicrystals. Various methods can be used to construct the
tilings; methods such as inflatio (31), project n (30), or ma ch-
ing rules (32, 33) produce deterministic quasicrystals, whereas
random tilings (34) give rise to a range of similar quasicrystals
with the tiles reshuffled locally, characterized by local phason
fluctuations. Imperfect quasicrystals of either type may also exhibit
global phason strain whereby particular tiles or rientations of tiles
occur more or less frequently that in the ideal case, giving rise to
shifts and broadening of the diffraction peaks (35). Deterministic
quasicrystals are thought to be energetically stabilized, whereas
random-tiling quasicrystals are thought to be entropically stabi-
lized (34). Fig. 1E shows a typical random-tiling DQC (36) that
we envision might form in soft-matter systems, which are often sta-
bilized by entropy. The structure is composed mostly of squares
and triangles, and is locally similar to the sigma approximant. The
sigma approximant is the thermodynamically stable state for many
systems that fo m DQCs, and the two structures often arise in
nearby regions of parameter space (4, 5, 7). The experimental pro-
tocol may dictate whether a metastable DQC or a stable sigma
approximant is obtained. In the case of the simulations we perform
on model micelles, we are limited to relatively small, finite size
simulations, as discussed subsequently. As such our syst ms are
typically too small to unambiguously distinguish between quasi-
crystals and approximants, or identify phason strain. With this
caveat in mind, we refer to our assembled structures as quasicrys-
tals if they are composed of valid tiles for the DQC, exhibit strong
pe ks in the diffraction pattern, and are not periodic (aside from
the trivial periodicity imposed by the periodic boundary conditions
on the scale of the sample).
Simulation Results
We begin by performing molecular dynamics simulations (37) of a
simplified MSM that considers only excluded volume interactions
between terminal groups on the micelle surface (Fig. 2A). Unlike
the truly minimal “fuzzy sphere” micelle model of ref. 12 that
treats intermicelle interactions with an effective pair potential,
our model treats these excluded volume interactions explicitly
through mobile spheres attached to the micelle surface. This
allows us to (i) study the self-assembly of the micelles and (ii)
directly measure the relative effect of entropy and energy in driv-
ing the stabilization of assembled phases. The MSM consists of a
Fig. 1. Assembly strategy and structure of the DQCs and approximants. (A)
Schematic of the proposed two-part strategy that uses functionalization and
shape to form DQCs. Particle functionalization (Left) promotes the formation
of structures with low surface contact area, and asphericity (Right) inhibits
the formation of close-packed structures. Particles colored red in the aspheri-
city schematic (Right) are meant to highlight where the crystal is disrupted by
the presence of aspherical particles (blue). (B) Valid tiles for the DQC. The
DQC and approximants can be described as a periodic stacking of plane-
filling arrangements of tiles in the z direction (out of the page). The gray
particles at the nodes of the tiles form layers at z ¼ 1∕4 and z ¼ 3∕4 and sit
at the centers of 12-member rings. The yellow particles and red particles form
layers at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1∕2, respectively. In the DQC, the gray particles form a
dodecagonal layer with 12-fold symmetry, and the yellow and red particles
form hexagonal layers rotated by 30° to obtain 12-fold symmetry. (C) Three
common DQC approximants. (D) A higher-order approximant generated
through the inflation method (see text). (E) A representative DQC random
tiling of squares, triangles, rhombs, and shields, adapted from ref. 36.
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characteristics reproducibly form DQCs and/or approximants.
These models—a simplified model of a spherical micelle (MSM)
and two micelle-forming systems composed of tethered nano-
sphere (TNS) building blocks (21–24)—represent the only simu-
lated micellar systems currently known to form 3D quasicrystals
or approximants through self-assembly. Because the models are
closely related to experimental systems known to form DQCs
and/or approximants (4, 5, 8, 9), our results may provide pertinent
insight regarding their formation. In the future, the assembly
strategy that we employ may serve as a heuristic for expanding the
range of systems that assemble DQCs and approximants.
DQCs and Approximants
We first introduce definitions and terminology that will facilitate
our discussions in subsequent sections. A crystal is defined as a
structure with long-range positional order, as identified, for ex-
ample, by the presence of Bragg peaks in the diffraction pattern
(25). A quasicrystal is a quasi-periodic crystal; that is, a crystal
that lacks periodicity (26), but still exhibits diffraction peaks.
Quasicrystals sometimes (but need not) exhibit rotational symme-
tries that are incompatible with periodicity. S veral typ s of
quasicrystals have been observed in experi ent, but in this article
we focus on DQCs in particular because those are, to date, the
most commonly reported type of quasicrystal in soft-matter sys-
tems. DQCs are characterized by their long-range dodecagonal
rotational symmetry.
DQCs are polytetrahedral structures (27) of the Frank–Kasper
(FK) type (28). For the class of FK stru tures considered here,
ordered structures are distinguished by their “tiling” pattern, con-
structed by connecting the centers of neighboring 12-memb r
rings of particles (see Fig. 1 B–E). The structures are layered,
and, whether periodic or aperiodi in the plane, they repe t
periodically in the direction orthogonal to the plane (into the
page in Fig. 1). There are five valid tiles that can be arranged
to form structures with complete 12-member rings without disor-
der. These tiles take the shape of a square, a triangle, ho b, a
shield, and an asymmetric hexagon (18), and are illustrated in
Fig. 1B. Periodic arrangements of these tiles result in periodic
crystals, sometimes known as “approximants,” tha are indistin-
guishable from DQCs locally (29) Three common approxim nts,
known as the A15, Z, and sigma structures, are shown in Fig. 1C.
Increasingly complex approxi a ts, such as the structure de-
picted in Fig. 1D, can be constructed by infl tion, wher by tiles
are sequentially replaced with smaller subtiles (30, 31).
I ddition to eriodic arra gem nts, onpe iodic arrang -
ments of tiles that fill the plane can also be constructed, resulting
in quasicrystals. Various methods can be used to construct the
tilings; methods such as i flation (31), projection (30), or match-
ing rules (32, 33) produce deterministic quasicrystals, wher as
random tilings (34) give rise to range of similar quasicrystals
with the tiles reshuffled locally, charac erize by local phason
fluctuations. Imperfect quasicrystals of either type may also exhibi
global phason strain whereby particular tiles or orientati ns of tile
occur more or less frequently that in the ideal case, giving rise to
shifts and broadening of the iffraction peaks (35). Deterministic
quasicrystals are thought to be energetically stabilized, whereas
random-tiling quasicrystals r thought to be entropically stabi-
lized (34). Fig. 1E shows a typical random-tiling DQC (36) that
we envision might form in soft-matter systems, which are often sta-
bilized by e tropy. The structure is composed mostly f squ r s
and triangles, and is locally similar to the sigma approximant. The
sigma app oximant is the thermodyn mically stable stat for any
systems that form DQCs, and the two structures often arise in
nearby regions of parameter space (4, 5, 7). The experimental pro-
toc l may dict te whether a metastable DQC or a stable sigma
approximant is obtained. In the case of the simulations we perform
on model micelles, we are limited to relatively small, finite size
simulations, as discussed subsequently. As such our systems are
typically too small to unambiguously distinguish between quasi-
crystals and approximants, or identify phason strain. With this
caveat in mind, we refer to our assembled structures as quasicrys-
tals if they are composed of valid tiles for the DQC, exhibit strong
peaks in the diffraction pattern, and are not periodic (aside from
the trivial periodicity imposed by the periodic boundary conditions
on the scale of the sample).
Simulation Results
We begin by performing molecular dynamics simulations (37) of a
simplified MSM that considers only excluded volume interactions
between terminal groups on the micelle surface (Fig. 2A). Unlike
the truly minimal “fuzzy sphere” micelle model of ref. 12 that
treats intermicelle interactions with an effective pair potential,
our model treats these excluded volume interactions explicitly
through mobile spheres attached to the micelle surface. This
allows us to (i) study the self-assembly of the micelles and (ii)
directly measure the relative effect of entropy and energy in driv-
ing the stabilization of assembled phases. The MSM consists of a
Fig. 1. Assembly strategy and structure of the DQCs and approximants. (A)
Schematic of the proposed two-part strategy that uses functionalization and
shape to form DQCs. Particle functionalization (Left) promotes the formation
of structures with low surface contact area, and asphericity (Right) inhibits
the formation of close-packed structures. Particles colored red in the aspheri-
city schematic (Right) are meant to highlight where the crystal is disrupted by
the presence of aspherical particles (blue). (B) Valid tiles for the DQC. The
DQC and approximants can be described as a periodic stacking of plane-
filling arrangements of tiles in the z direction (out of the page). The gray
particles at the nodes of the tiles form layers at z ¼ 1∕4 and z ¼ 3∕4 and sit
at the centers of 12-member rings. The yellow particles and red particles form
layers at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1∕2, respectively. In the DQC, the gray particles form a
dodecagonal layer with 12-fold symmetry, and the yellow and red particles
form hexagonal layers rotated by 30° to obtain 12-fold symmetry. (C) Three
common DQC approximants. (D) A higher-order approximant generated
through the inflation method (see text). (E) A representative DQC random
tiling of squares, triangles, rhombs, and shields, adapted from ref. 36.
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characteristics reprodu ibly form DQCs and/o approximants.
These models—a simplified model of a spherical micelle (MSM)
and two micelle-forming systems composed of tethered nano-
sphere (TNS) building blocks (21–24)—represent the only simu-
lated micellar systems currently known to form 3D quasicrystals
or approximants through self-assembly. Because the models are
closely related to experimental systems known to form DQCs
and/or approximants (4, 5, 8, 9), our results may provide pertinent
insight regarding their formation. In the future, the assembly
strategy that we employ may serve as a heuristic for expanding the
range of systems that assemble DQCs and approximants.
DQCs and Approximants
We first introduce definitions and terminology that will facilitate
our discussions in subsequent sections. A crystal is defined as a
structure with long-range positional order, as identified, for ex-
ample, by the presence of Bragg peaks in the diffraction pattern
(25). A quasicrystal is a quasi-periodic crystal; that is, a crystal
that lacks periodicity (26), but still exhibits diffraction peaks.
Quasicrystals sometimes (but need not) exhibit rotational symme-
tries that are incompatible with periodicity. Several types of
quasicrystals have been observed in experiment, but in this article
we focus on DQCs in particular because those are, to date, the
most commonly reported type of quasicrystal in soft-matter sys-
tems. DQCs are characterized by their long-range dodecagonal
rotational symmetry.
DQCs are polyt trah dral structures (27) of the Frank–Kasper
(FK) type (28). For the class of FK structures considered here,
ordered structures are dis inguishe by their “tiling” pattern, con-
structed by connecting the centers of neighboring 12-member
r ngs of particles (see Fig. 1 B–E). The structures are layered,
and, whether periodic or aperiodic in the plane, they repeat
p riodically in the irection orthogonal to the plane (into the
page in Fig. 1). There are five valid tiles that can be arranged
to form stru tures with com lete 12-m mber rings without disor-
der. These tiles take the shape of a square, a triangle, a rhomb, a
shield, and an asymm tric hexag n (18), and are illustrated in
Fig. 1B. Periodic arrangements of these tiles result in periodic
crystals, sometimes known as “approximants,” that are indistin-
guishable from DQCs locally (29). Three common approximants,
k own as the A15, Z, and sigma structures, are shown in Fig. 1C.
Increasingly complex approximants, such as the structure de-
picted in Fig. 1D, can be constructed by inflation, whereby tiles
are s quentially repl ced with smaller subtiles (30, 31).
In addition to periodic arrangements, nonperiodic arrange-
m nts of tiles that fill the pl ne can also be constructed, resulting
in quasicrystals. Various methods can be used to construct the
ilings; method such as inflation (31), projection (30), or match-
ing rules (32, 33) produce deterministic quasicrystals, whereas
ra om t lings (34) give rise to a ra ge of similar quasicrystals
with the tiles reshuffled locally, char ct rized by local phason
fluctuations. Imperfect quasicrystals of either type may also exhibit
global phason strain whereby particular til s or orientations of tiles
occur more or less frequently that i th ideal case, giving rise to
shifts and broadening of the diffraction peaks (35). Deterministic
quas cryst ls are thought to be energetically stabilized, whereas
random-tiling quasicrystals are thought to be entropically stabi-
lized (34). Fig. 1E sh ws a typical random-tiling DQC (36) that
we envision might form in soft-matter systems, which are often sta-
bilized by entropy. The structure is composed mostly of squares
and triangles, and is locally similar to the sigma approximant. The
sigma approximant is the thermodynamically stable state for many
syste s that form DQCs, and the two structures often arise in
nearby regions of p rameter space (4, 5, 7). The experimental pro-
tocol may dictat whether a metastable DQC or a stable sigma
approximant is obtained. In the case of the simulations we perform
on odel micelles, we are limited to rel tively small, finite size
simulations, as discussed subsequently. As such our systems are
typically too sm ll to una biguously distinguish between quasi-
crystals and approximants, or identify phason strain. With this
caveat in mind, we refer to our assembled structures as quasicrys-
tals if they are composed of valid tiles for the DQC, exhibit strong
peaks in the diffraction pattern, and are not periodic (aside from
the trivial periodicity imposed by the periodic boundary conditions
on the scale of the sample).
Simulation Results
We begin by performing molecular dynamics simulations (37) of a
simplified MSM that considers only excluded volume interactions
between terminal groups on the micelle surface (Fig. 2A). Unlike
the truly minimal “fuzzy sphere” micelle model of ref. 12 that
treats intermicelle interactions with an effective pair potential,
our model treats these excluded volume interactions explicitly
through mobile spheres attached to the micelle surface. This
allows us to (i) study the self-assembly of the micelles and (ii)
directly measure the relative effect of entropy and energy in driv-
ing the stabilization of assembled phases. The MSM consists of a
Fig. 1. Assembly strategy and structure of the DQCs and approxim nts. (A)
Schematic of the proposed two-part stra egy that uses functionalization and
shape to form DQCs. Particle fu ctio alizatio (Left) promotes the formation
of structures with low surface contact area, and asphericity (Right) inhib ts
the formation of close-packed structures. Particles c lored re in the asp eri-
city schematic (Right) are meant to highlight where the crystal is disrupte by
the presence of aspherical particles (blue). (B) Valid tiles for the DQC. The
DQC and approximants can be described as a periodic stacking of plane-
filling arrangements of tiles in the z d rect on ( ut of th p ge). The gray
particles at the nodes of the tiles form l yers t z ¼ 1∕4 and z ¼ 3∕4 nd sit
at the centers of 12-member rings. The yellow particles and d particles form
layers at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ 1∕2, respectively. In t e DQC, th gray particles form a
dodecagonal layer with 12-fold symmetry, and the yellow and red particles
form hexagonal layers rotated by 30° to obtain 12-fold symmetry. (C) Three
common DQC approximan s. (D) A higher-order approximant generat d
through the inflation method (see text). (E) A representative DQC random
tiling of squares, triangles, rhombs, and shields, adapted from ref. 36.
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A15  Z
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Figure 3.6: Experimental information on DPOSS-4PSn TNP. Deta ls on the DPOSS-4PSn
building block and assembly. (a) The chemical structure of a DPOSS-PSn molecule. A
cartoon of the DPOSS-4PSn molecule is inset. (b) Frank-Kasper A15 and Z phases, the
Sigma phase, and a dodecagonal quasicrystal, from Iacovella t al.[17] (c) An ex erimental
phase diagram generated from the DPOSS-4PSn molecule, based on varying the t ther
length.
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Figure 3.7: DPOSS-4PSn simulation details. Simulation information about the assembly
of the DPOSS-4PSn building-block. (a) Initial assembly steps show POSS aggregates as an
isosurface (gray). Inset shows an individual block, with POSS molecules colored yellow,
PS tethers white, and bonds red. (b-c) Micelles formed by aggregated POSS head groups.
(d) Hexagonal long-micelles formed by L = 4, 6 tether lengths of DPOSS-4PSn.
3.2 Tethered nanoparticle DPOSS-4PSn - a “giant surfac-
tant”
The ability to synthesize a a variety of different TNPs has increased dramatically in re-
cent years. Through “click” chemistry[53] researchers are able to create many classes of
complex nanoparticle “atoms” and “molecules”[118]. Cheng et al. report the synthesis of
numerous classes of these building blocks[119, 120, 121, 122, 118], including a subset of
TNPs they refer to as “giant surfactants”[59].
We will discuss the assembly behavior of a particular building block taken from their
classification scheme[59]. By attaching a polystyrene (PS) tether to a polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) molecule they create a giant surfactant molecule, DPOSS-4PSn.
The integer “n” is determined by the degree of polymerization of the PS tail, thus indicat-
ing the length of the tail; the number 4 referring to the fact that four PS tethers are attached
at a single vertex of the cube-like POSS molecule. The chemical structure of single tailed
DPOSS-PS molecule is shown in Fig 3.6a), with a 4-tailed cartoon shown as inset.
The DPOSS-4PSn molecule has a rich assembly behavior, which is shown in Fig. 3.6c).
The building block transitions from Hexagonal tubes to a variety of micelle structures, in-
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cluding Frank-Kasper phases and a dodecagonal quasicrystal (DQC). Figure 3.6b) high-
lights several of these phases, demonstrating how micelles formed by TNPs can arrange
on each lattice. As described by Iacovella et al.[17] these phases form in TNP and re-
lated systems due to the interplay between shape polydispersity (in the form of micelles of
different size and asphericity) and particle functionalization (in the form of soft, squishy
coronas formed by the tether or nanoparticles). In the case of DPOSS-4PSn, the POSS
molecules form the colored domains (blue, green, red, and gray), while the PS tethers fill
the dark space in between. This is evident in the TEM micrographs taken from experiment,
shown in Fig. 3.6c); here, the colors are inverted, dark domains are POSS molecules and
white-space is PS tether.
Molecular Dynamics simulations are used to study the generality of this assembly be-
havior, as well as corroborate experimental data. The model for this study was adapted from
previous studies of tethered nanoparticles. The POSS head groups are modeled as rigid
bodies, created from overlapping 3 spheres along each side; the side length was chosen to
be .84σ, the distance between the two corner spheres. Values were chosen to match the
experimental condition that VPOSS
VPS
= 10; all POSS and PS beads have a diameter d = 1.0σ.
Polymer beads are linked with harmonic springs, as detailed in the model section. Immis-
cibility between POSS and PS domains is captures via an attractive SLJ potential between
like domains.
We integrate using Brownian (Langevin) dynamics, as with the TNPTs study[16]. Sys-
tems are simulated at volume fractions ranging from φ = 40% − 60% in cubic boxes at
dt = 0.005 and T ∗ = 1.0; each is first thermalized for 5e5 time steps, compressed over
5e5 time steps to the desired volume fraction, thermalized again, then finally run for 200
million time steps. Each state point is run for tether lengths L = 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10.
An intermediate step of the assembly process from MD simulations is shown in Fig.
3.7a). A single DPOSS-4PSn molecule is inset in Fig. 3.7, showing the POSS cage in
yellow, PS beads in white, and bonds in red. The gray (dark) domains represent the isosur-
face of POSS clusters; as indicated by the figure, POSS domains aggregate into micellar
domains, while polymer tails point out from these domains, forming a soft corona. Two
representations of spherical micelles formed by POSS domains are shown in Fig. 3.7b) and
c), while hexagonally packed long micelles are shown in d).
Simulations also show a tendency to form both the A15 and Sigma phases for interme-
diate tether lengths, as shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 phases, respectively. The A15 phase
occurs at L = 6, 7, and 8 for volume fractions of ≈ 43% − 45%. Sigma phases occur at
L = 7, 8, and 10 for volume fractions between ≈ 44%− 46%.
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Figure 3.8: A15 phase. Frank-Kasper A15 phase images. All domains are individual
micelles, and do not form continuous connected domains. (a-b) Different views of slightly
defective A15 phase, showing the cubic symmetry. (c) Similar view where domains are
colored for visual clarity. (d) View from (c) tiled once in each direction.
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Figure 3.9: Sigma and quasicrystal approximant. Formation of the sigma QC approxi-
mant. 12-fold diffraction pattern as inset in (b).
3.3 Concluding remarks on TNPTs and DPOSS-4PSn
In our first study on TNPTs, we explored the phase behavior of a system of immiscible NP
spheres tethered to one another, altering both the diameter ratio of the NPs and the length
of the tether. Each configuration was simulated over a range of volume fractions and tem-
peratures. We found long micelle, network, micelle in network, lamellae, and perforated
lamellar phases. All phases reported as equilibrium phases in the triblock copolymer liter-
ature also appear in this TNPT system. In addition, we report three phases that are new to
the design space: β − Sn micelless in network, R3m micelles, and honeycomb with short
and long micelles.
Varying both the diameter ratio and tether length have a significant impact on the self-
assembled phases. First, as the diameter ratio deviates from 1.0, the asymmetry in the NP
end group volume fractions stabilizes asymmetric phases. Second, increasing the tether
length increases the number and complexity of the phases present. A longer tether provides
the TNPT system more freedom to satisfy energetic constraints such as the bonding of
incompatible NP end groups and the asymmetric NP sizes. The most complex phases,
(β − Sn micelle in network, Double Gyroid, Fddd, R3m phases), are found when the
diameter ratio is asymmetric and the tether is long. We have introduced a new set of
complex structures that can be spontaneously self-assembled from tethered nanoparticles
and thereby comprise materials other than polymer. Only simple nanospheres of different
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sizes are required to create these complex phases. For future studies, we theorize that
adding additional constraints to the system, such as changing the shape of the nanoparticles
to disrupt the packing[65] in the end group domains, may lead to new complex phases
possessing hierarchies of order.
In our second study, we explored the ability of multiply-tethered “giant surfactant”
TNPs to assemble Frank-Kasper, quasicrystal, and QC approximate phases. We observed
transitions between hexagonal tubes, the A15 FK phase, and the Sigma phase as we in-
creased the length of the polymer tether. We additionally hypothesize the presence of QC
phases, provided the system size is large enough to accommodate a larger range of tiles;
current simulations demonstrate a propensity to from phases with 12-fold diffraction pat-
ters, without the clear periodic order present in the sigma phase, indicating the formation of
quasicrystalline order. These phases were corroborated with experimental evidence from a
DPOSS-4PSn nanoparticle, demonstrating the same trend in ordering based upon increas-
ing the polystyrene tether length.
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CHAPTER 4
Microdroplets Made from Star Polymer Building
Blocks
Polymers are a versatile building block, capable of forming a plethora of mesophases. Im-
miscible segments within the polymer block separate into separate domains based on their
like (-philicity) or dislike (-phobicity) for the solvent or other polymer blocks. Their ver-
satility accounts for much of the soft-matter phase diversity we’ve observed thus far.[45]
These phases range from complex network phases,[46, 26] to thin films,[123] and droplets[27,
124, 125, 126, 127, 128].
Droplets are a convenient microstructure for a variety of applications including deliv-
ery of chemical and biological molecules [129, 127, 130], fabrication of electronic displays
[131, 132], preparation of photonic [133], plasmonic [32], and photosynthetic [36] assem-
blies and self-healing structural materials [134], as well as separation, sensing and catalysis
[135]. The external and internal structures of the microsphere are critical to their function
and performance. The Ma group has demonstrated that porous polymer micro droplets are
can be used to facilitate tissue regeneration; a porous structure on the micrometer scale
can increase cell-loading efficiency, improve nutrition transport, decrease the amount of
degradation products, and facilitate vascularization and tissue formation [136]. On the
nanometer scale, a nanofibrous structure mimics the structure of collagen and improves
cell-matrix interactions[136].
In this case study, motivated by experiment[136] we study a system of star polymer
micro-droplets. Immiscibility between unreacted portions of the star polymer and the sol-
vent trigger a phase transition between solid, hollow, and porous drops. We demonstrate
via a combination experiments and computer simulations how the molecular structure of
SS-PLLA dictates its self-assembly on both the nano- and micro-meter scales. We demon-
strate and describe a versatile method to create microspheres with simultaneously con-
trolled nano- and micro-structures. This system is a tunable mesoscale platform whose
complex structure emerges from a single, simple interaction.
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Figure 4.1: Star-polymer double emulsion. An illustration of a one-step emulsification
combined with thermally-induced phase separation for the fabrication of nano- and micro-
structured spheres. (a, b) Glycerol is slowly poured into a stirred polymer solution. (c-e)
As the amount of the added glycerol increases, catastrophic phase inversion occurs, gener-
ating three types of emulsions: (c) single emulsions; (d) double emulsions with one inner
droplet of glycerol inside one polymer droplet; and (e) double emulsions with multiple
inner droplets of glycerol inside one polymer droplet (referred as “multiple emulsions”
hereafter). (f) Emulsions are quenched in liquid nitrogen to induce phase separation on the
nanometer scale. Upon solvent/glycerol extraction and freeze-drying, the single emulsions
form non-hollow microspheres (g) the double emulsions form hollow microspheres; and
(h) the multiple emulsions form nanofibrous spongy microspheres (i). Figure reproduced
from publication.[18]
The results of this study are taken from our publication in Advanced Materials, “Si-
multaneous Nano- and Microscale Control of Nanofibrous Microspheres Self-Assembled
from Star-Shaped Polymers”, Zhanpeng Zhang, Ryan L. Marson, Zhishen Ge, Sharon C.
Glotzer, and Peter X. Ma, doi:10.1002/adma.201501329.[18]
4.1 Star polymer double emulsion experiments
To study how the molecular architecture of star-shaped polymers affect assembly, we choose
initiators with X initiating sites (hydroxyls (OH)) to polymerize L-lactide (LLA) to gen-
erate star-shaped poly(L-lactic acid) (SS-PLLA) with X arms (X = 2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64. The average arm length is calculated from the feeding ratio, LLA:OH (=Y). The poly-
mers are abbreviated as X-arm PLLA-Y (Table S1). Emulsification and thermally induced
phase separation (TIPS) techniques are used to fabricate the microspheres from these SS-
PLLAs (Fig. 4.1a). Specifically, glycerol is gradually added (Fig. 4.1(a, b)) into a 2%
(w/v) SS-PLLA/tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (glycerol : SS-PLLA/THF = 3:1 (v/v)),
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which causes phase inversion and three types of emulsions to form (Fig. 4.1(c-e)). The
emulsions are then quenched in liquid nitrogen to induce nanometre scale phase separation
of the polymer solution (Fig. 4.1(f)). After glycerol and THF extraction with distilled ice
water, the microspheres (Fig. 4.1(g-i)) are freeze-dried and stored in vacuum.
4.1.1 Nano-scale self-assembly
Quenching the emulsions in liquid nitrogen induces nano-scale phase separation of the
polymer solution (Fig. 4.1(f)). During this thermodynamic process, polymer solutions
can phase separate into bi-continuous nano-scale phases, presumably through a spinodal
decomposition pathway, and ultimately form nanofibres upon solvent removal [136]. Ac-
cording to the Flory-Huggins (FH) theory, the FH polymer-solvent interaction parameter,
χ, must exceed a critical value χc to trigger the spinodal decomposition pathway [137].
Increasing the molecular weight (MW) of a polymer can reduce χc to trigger the spinodal
decomposition. In addition to the initiation of the spinodal phase separation, the stabi-
lization of the phase-separated nanofibrous patterns is needed to obtain nanofibers. It is
known that crystallinity of SS-PLLA increases as arm length increases [138]. Therefore,
sufficiently long arm length is also needed to crystalize the nanofibers. Here, we find that
SS-PLLAs assemble into nanofibers only when the arm length Y is above a critical value
(denoted as Yc) (Fig. 4.1a, b). Yc = 200 when X = 2, 3, 4, while Yc = 100 when X ≥ 8.
It should be noted that the actual arm number is few than X and the actual arm length
(denoted as Ya) is longer than Y when X ≥ 8 because not all hydroxyls participate in the
polymerization due to steric hindrance [139]. The actual critical arm length Yac ≈ 150
when Y = 100 at X = 8, 16, 32, andYac ≈ 200 when Y = 100 at X = 64. Therefore, an
approximate universal Yac (including linear PLLA (with 2 arms) and all the examined SS-
PLLAs) appears in the range of 150-200. When the actual arm length Ya is longer than this
Yac range, any SS-PLLA forms nanofibers. Decreasing the actual arm length Ya below this
range leads to fibre aggregation (Fig. 4.1b (middle) and Fig. 4.1c (middle)), and ultimately
a smooth (dense) microsphere formation (Fig. 4.1b (left) and Fig. 4.1c (left)).
4.1.2 Micro-scale self-assembly
Prior to nanometre scale phase separation, SS-PLLAs phase separate on the micro-scale
during emulsification. Three types of microstructures are identified: non-hollow micro-
spheres (Fig. 4.1 (g)), hollow microspheres with one or multiple pore openings on the
shell (Fig. 4.1 (h)), and spongy microspheres with an interconnected pore structure (Fig.
4.1 (i)). This suggests that single emulsions, double emulsions and multiple emulsions
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Figure 4.2: Star-polymer experimental phase diagram. Structural characterization of mi-
crospheres fabricated from SS-PLLA of different X and Y. (a-c) SEM micrographs of mi-
crospheres fabricated from (a) 2-arm PLLAs with Y = 100, 200 and 400. Scale bars: 5
µm; (b) 32-arm PLLAs with Y = 50 and 100. Scale bars: 5 µm; (c) SS-PLLAs of different
X and Y, showing the structural transition process as X and Y changes. Scale bars: 20 µm.
(d) SEM and cross-sectional confocal images of microspheres formed from 32-arm PLLA-
100. Scale bars: 100 µm in left top and 20 µm in the rest figures; (e) Cross-sectional
confocal images of microspheres fabricated from 4-arm PLLAs with Y = 300, 400 and
500. Scale bars: 100 µm. Figure reproduced from publication.[18]
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are formed, respectively (Fig. 4.1 (c-e)). Combined with the two types of observed nano-
scale structure (smooth and nanofibrous), six distinct types of microspheres are formed:
smooth non-hollow microspheres, nanofibrous non-hollow microspheres, smooth hollow
microspheres, nanofibrous hollow microspheres, smooth spongy microspheres and nanofi-
brous spongy microspheres (Fig. 4.1 (d)). Of particular note is the nanofibrous spongy
microsphere, which integrates a nanofibrous structure with an internally interconnected
multi-pore structure into microspheres with an increasing number of pores as the diameter
increases (Fig. 4.1(e)).
The values of both X and Y affect the microstructure of the spheres. On the one hand,
a small Y favours a more porous microstructure. For example, 16-arm PLLAs transition
from non-hollow microspheres to hollow microspheres to spongy microspheres when Y
decreases from 700 to 50. Four-arm PLLAs transition from hollow to non-hollow micro-
spheres when Y increases from 300 to 500 (Fig. 4.1f). On the other hand, when Y is fixed,
an increased X produces a more porous structure. For instance, when Y= 100, microspheres
transition from non-hollow to hollow to spongy as X increases from 2 to 64. We speculate
that the hydroxyls of the SS-PLLAs are responsible for the hollow/spongy structure forma-
tion, because the change of the molecular architecture affects the hydroxyl density of the
polymers. Here, the hydroxyl density of SS-PLLA, denoted as OH/LLA, is calculated from
the molar ratio of hydroxyls to monomer LLA. Thus, OH/LLA=1/Y. We therefore hypoth-
esize that: 1) the hydroxyl groups are required for the hollow/spongy structure formation,
and 2) a high OH/LLA value favours the formation of a hollow/spongy structure. Two
experiments are designed to test these hypotheses. In the first experiment, we cap the hy-
droxyls of SS-PLLA prior to emulsification and TIPS (Figure S2a). The hydroxyl-capping
reaction “turns off” the polymer’s ability to self-assemble into hollow microspheres. For
example, 4-arm PLLA100, which is capable of forming hollow microspheres (Fig. 4.1d),
assembles into non-hollow microspheres after the hydroxyl capping reaction (Fig. 4.2a).
This finding supports our first hypothesis that the hydroxyl groups on SS-PLLA are re-
quired for the hollow structure formation. In the second experiment, we double OH/LLA
without altering X or Y. 4-arm PLLA-400, which has a low OH/LLA value (1/400) and
forms non-hollow microspheres (Fig. 4.1d), assembles into hollow microspheres after its
OH/LLA is increased to 1/200 (Fig. 4.2b). 16-arm PLLA-100 (OH/LLA=1/100), which
forms hollow microspheres (Fig. 4.1d) before modification, assembles into spongy micro-
spheres after hydroxyl doubling (OH/LLA increased to 1/50) (Fig. 4.2c). These findings
support our second hypothesis that a higher OH/LLA favours hollow/spongy structure for-
mation. In these two experiments, the modification does not alter the nanometre scale phase
separation, which agrees with our previous discussion that the nanometre scale phase sepa-
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ration is mainly a result of polymer chain-solvent interaction (arm length). Associating the
hollow/spongy structure formation with the OH/LLA of the SS-PLLAs, we determine the
OH/LLA threshold values for structural transition of the spheres on the micro-scale. Figure
4.2c shows a phase diagram based on these values and the Yc values.
4.2 Star polymer droplet simulations
We further hypothesize that the hydroxyl groups of SS-PLLA stabilize the polymer solu-
tion/glycerol interface due to the high affinity of hydroxyl to glycerol. As a result, SS-
PLLA with a higher OH/LLA favours the formation of double/multiple emulsions, which
contain larger interfacial area than single emulsions. To test this hypothesis, which requires
information more directly obtainable via computer simulation, we perform dissipative par-
ticle dynamics (DPD) simulations for 4, 8, and 16 arm polymers and for a range of arm
lengths using HOOMD.[24, 23]
The coefficients for Fc between polymer beads (APP ) and between glycerol (solvent)
beads (ASS) were set at APP = ASS = 20.0 as a baseline, as has been done in prior works.
To increase affinity for the hydroxyl and solvent (glycerol), this repulsion was reduced
to AHS = 10.0, thereby making the hydroxyls attractive to the solvent. The repulsion
between hydroxyls was also reduced to AHH = 10.0, so that the hydroxyls have the same
tendency to aggregate with other hydroxyls or at the glycerol-polymer solution interface.
Because the hydroxyl-polymer and polymer-solvent interaction is repulsive, we increased
the repulsion to AHP = APS = 40.0.
Star polymers are created by linking beads together with harmonic springs V (r) =
1
2
k(r − r0)2, with k = 4 and r0 = 0. Arms are attached to a single polymer core bead.
The temperature in the simulations was set at a standard value of T = 1.0. The timestep
was chosen to be dt = 0.01 as a compromise between integration stability and expediency
of the simulation. All simulations were run for 5 million DPD timesteps. Systems were
initialized by randomly placing one million solvent beads in a box at a volume fraction of
80%. Star polymers were generated randomly beforehand, and then placed individually in
a spherical shell, allowing for overlaps between polymer and solvent beads. The box size
remained fixed across all simulations. Systems were thermalized for 30 thousand timesteps,
and then run for 5 million steps to equilibrate.
The amount of solvent was kept fixed at 1 million particles, while the concentration
of polymer was varied. Simulations were performed for eight different polymer concen-
trations φ = Npoly
Ntotal
= 30%, 28%, 25%, 22%, 19%, 16%, 13%, or10%. System sizes varied
between 1.1 and 1.5 million particles, depending upon concentration; individual large sys-
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Figure 4.3: Star-polymer experimental phase diagram plot. Hydroxyl density of SS-PLLA
affects the micro-scale structure of microspheres. (a-c) SEM micrographs of microspheres
fabricated from (a) 4-arm PLLA-100 before (right column) and after (left column) hydroxyl
capping. (b) 4-arm PLLA-200 before (left column) and after (right column) hydroxyl dou-
bling. (c) 16-arm PLLA-100 before (left column) and after (right column) hydroxyl dou-
bling. The hollow-to-non-hollow transition point is 1/300 for 4-arm PLLAs. The hollow-
to-spongy transition point for 16-arm PLLAs is 1/50. Scale bars: 100 µm on the top row,
20 µm on the bottom row. (d) The structure of microspheres as a function of arm num-
ber and arm length. Note: This graph is based on SS-PLLA without modification. Figure
reproduced from publication.[18]
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tems run contained≈ 11 million particles. At each concentration, four different arm lengths
were run: L = 10, 40, 80, or 120 beads per arm. Finally, all simulations were performed
for 4, 8, and 16 arms. In total, over 100 individual simulations were performed. A to-
tal of 20,000 GPU/CPU hours was employed for this study. To ensure reproducibility of
the structures, three independent runs were conducted for 50 million time steps each using
Blue Waters.
For each set of arms, simulations are run for arm lengths of L = 10, 40, 80, and 120
coarse grained beads, linked together with harmonic springs. To capture the catastrophic
phase inversion process that causes the initial encapsulation of glycerol into the polymer
solution droplets, star polymers are initialized within a thin spherical shell. Each simulation
containing between 1.1 and 1.5 million particles is run for at least 5 million time steps to
ensure proper equilibration, and is additionally verified by running to 50 million time steps
for one of each type of microspheres (non-hollow, hollow, and spongy). Larger simulations
(containing 11 million particles, Figure 4.6) of each type of microspheres are also run to
rule out finite size or other non-physical effects. In total, over 100 independent state points
are simulated.
For all simulated state points, a transition from hollow to non-hollow is observed as L
increases, supporting the experimental data. For star-shaped polymers with long arms, the
polymer shell ruptures during the simulation and the glycerol mostly leaves the droplet,
with only small pockets of solvent remaining inside (Figure 4.4a, b). For star-shaped poly-
mers with short arms, the double emulsion is stabilized, with the hydroxyl groups concen-
trated at both the glycerol/polymer-solution and the polymer-solution/glycerol interfaces
(Figures 4.4c, d & 4.6a, b). By looking at a single star-shaped polymer molecule (Fig-
ure 4.4c), we find that the polymer “stretches” its arms to reach to the interfaces, acting
like a surfactant capable of stabilizing both the glycerol/polymer-solution and the polymer-
solution/glycerol interfaces.
To verify the effect of the hydroxyl stabilizer, two non-hollow cases were tested sepa-
rately: 8 arm, L = 120 at polymer concentrations of both 10% and 13%. The strength of
the hydroxyl-solvent and hydroxyl-hydroxyl repulsion was decreased, thereby increasing
the preference for the hydroxyls to aggregate at the polymer/solvent interface. In all cases,
AHS, AHP = 8.0, 5.0, 2.0, or 1.0 reducing A triggered a hollow to non-hollow transition.
Increasing the strength of attraction between the hydroxyls and glycerol (mimicking the
“hydroxyl doubling” modification experiment) causes a transition from non-hollow to hol-
low structures, again matching the experimental data (Figure 4.4b). These results support
our hypothesis that hydroxyls can stabilize the glycerol/polymer-solution and the polymer-
solution/glycerol interfaces for hollow sphere formation. In addition, for 16-arm polymers
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Figure 4.4: Star-polymer droplet phases from simulations. Images of all 3 morphologies
of droplets - hollow, non-hollow, and porous - shown in various representations to make
features apparent. (a-d) Non-hollow droplets; (e-h) nollow droplets; (i-l) porous droplets.
In the right two columns only half of each droplet is shown so that the inner structure is
visible.
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Figure 4.5: Star-polymer simulation phases from varying arm length. DPD simulations of
various star-shaped polymers and the formation of different emulsions. For 16-arm PLLAs,
as the length of the polymer arm decreases from, the structures undergo a transition from
non-hollow (L = 120, a, b) to hollow (L = 40, c, d) to spongy (L = 10, e, f). This
happens in a variety of polymer droplet concentrations and in other star polymer systems
with different arm numbers. The left column of images (a, c, e) shows the polymer iso-
surface, with individual hydroxyl beads on the bottom half of the droplet shown in red.
The conformation of a single 16-arm PLLA is shown in the square box. The right column
(b, f, j) shows the internal structure of the same droplet in the left, with glycerol stained
in purple. Some hydroxyls (red beads) are removed for clarity. Figure reproduced from
publication.[18]
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Figure 4.6: Star-polymer simulation phases from varying arm length. Large scale DPD
simulations of 16-arm star-shaped polymers of varying arm length (containing 11 million
particles) and the formation of different emulsions: (a,b) the formation of hollow structure
at L = 40; (c-f) the formation of spongy structure at L = 10. Left column shows individual
bead representations, while the right shows the isosurface.
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withL = 10, glycerol molecules in the interior of the polymer solution droplet separate into
multiple domains (Figures 4.4e, f & 4.6c-f), consistent with the experimental finding that
16-arm PLLA with short arms form spongy microspheres (Figure 4.1d). These simulation
results indicate that, while the catastrophic phase inversion might initially cause the encap-
sulation of glycerol inside the polymer solution droplet (Figure 4.1), the final structure of
the emulsions is determined by OH/LLA and the molecular structure of SS-PLLAs.
4.3 Concluding remarks on star polymer micro droplets
In summary, star-shaped polymers with varying arm numbers and arm lengths are syn-
thesized, characterized, and simulated for the systematic study of their self-assembly dur-
ing emulsification and TIPS processes. During these processes, phase separation on the
nanometer and micrometer scales determines the final structure of the microspheres at these
two levels. The nano-scale phase separation of SS-PLLA depends on arm-length, while the
micro-scale structure is determined by arm-number and OH/LLA ratio. These mechanisms
provide guidance on simultaneous control of nano- and micro-structure formation and re-
sulting in several novel microspheres, which may broadly impact biomedical and other
emerging technologies. For example, the interconnected internal pore structure of spongy
microspheres enables deliberate control of cell-cell interactions to maximize regeneration
outcome (to be reported in future publications). The nano- and micro-structured spheres
may also provide advanced 3D substrates for catalysis or bio-sensing technologies.
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CHAPTER 5
Chiral Rods from CdTe Truncated Tetrahedral
Building Blocks
We now turn our attention to how interactions down to the individual nanoparticle can dic-
tate structure at the mesoscale. We have shown that immiscibility between parts of the
building block and the solvent can lead to ordered assemblies. More complex interac-
tions can also occur, leading to anisotropic effects between pairs of particles, or portions
of the blocks themselves. Examples of these anisotropic interactions include the shape of
the nanoparticles itself[65], induced dipoles due to surface charges[43], and surface inter-
actions due to stabilizers or coatings[44]. These anisotropic interactions can create free
stranding structures such as wires[30, 37], sheets[34], or clusters[36], which can then be
used for a variety of applications.
Chiral structures are of particular interest due to their ability to filter circularly polar-
ized light of a preferred handiness[140, 141, 44, 142, 143, 144], and for their usefulness
as candidate photonic structures[145, 146, 147]. In this case study, we demonstrate that
CdTe NPs stabilized by (D, L) -cysteine (CYS) can self-assemble into chiral helical struc-
tures without a template. The left and right-handed helices are controlled by the chirality
of CYS as evidenced by the circular dichroism spectroscopy. Finally, we simulate the
effects of the D-CYS and L-CYS stabilizers using a simple chiral potential model, and
demonstrate that localized effects of the chiral stabilizer can selectively produce the de-
sired chirality in the micro/macroscopic helices. These tunable chiral structures provide a
route to understand and design chiral optical structures. The text that follows is taken from
our forthcoming publication “Enantioselectivity of Biomimetic Rod-Like Supraparticles
Self-Assembled from Chiral Nanoparticles”, work done in collaboration with the Kotov
group, which is currently in preparation.[19]
Chirality is a ubiquitous property in nature that can be found in wide range of building
blocks of matter, and, among other manifestations, govern numerous physiological mech-
anisms. Chirality can appear at the atomic scale in amino acids as well as at the nanometer
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scale in peptides, proteins, DNA and metal-amino acid supramolecules[148, 67, 149]. The
transition from one scale to another occurs via assembly of many smaller units into super-
structures with hierarchical chirality. Examples include assemblies known from biology,
synthetic polymers, and liquid crystals exhibiting chiral hierarchy[68, 150, 148]. Besides
fascinating mathematical relationships between the symmetries of structural units and as-
semblies, further studies of hierarchically chiral nanostructures are motivated by chemical,
optical, mechanical, and biological phenomena associated with them[144, 151]. As such,
the interplay of plasmonic/excitonic phenomena observed for inorganic nanostructures with
chiral geometries appears to be one of the most dynamic areas of nanoscale science today
that can benefit from replicating the methods of chiral assemblies known from biological
matter for semiconductor and metal particles[44, 136].
Water-soluble NPs demonstrate a similar ability to self-assemble originate from the
same chemical and intermolecular interactions[152]. They are known to self-assemble
into nanowires, nanosheets, and even geometrically complex structures exemplified by
helices[152, 66]. It is conceivable that inorganic NPs carrying chiral molecular units can
form secondary structures with chirality at a larger scale; for instance, at the scale of tens
or hundreds of nanometers. This effect is demonstrated in the enantioselective assembly
of CdTe NPs observed recently driven by either packing of chiral nanoscale core or by
intermolecular interactions of chiral stabilizers on their surface[66, 37]. Besides further
validation of the mechanisms of the assembly of inorganic NPs and creating their adequate
theoretical models, the next step in this research would be increase in complexity of the
chiral assemblies. Replication of some elements of organization of, for instance, viruses
could be realistic although challenging.
The relatively small difference in energy of interactions associated with molecular chi-
rality can be enhanced by the collective effects in large assemblies and multiplied for
large number of molecules with chiral centers. Therefore, we decided to investigate self-
assembly phenomena in CdTe NPs stabilized by cysteine (CYS). Besides its L- form,
which represents one of the most common amino acids, we stabilized NPs with it D- form
and allowed them to self-assemble under conditions that are conducive to formation of
supraparticles[32]. These assemblies typically involve several hundred individual NPs and
several (million) stabilizer molecules, which creates a sufficiently large chemical system
where the interplay of the weak interaction forces between particles, with the effects of the
chirality of the CYS stabilizer, can leads to enantioselectivity at much larger scales.
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5.1 Cysteine coated CdTe nanoparticle experiments
D and L -CYS stabilized CdTe NPs (D -NPs and L-NPs) were synthesized by a arrested
precipitation method following a standard protocol (Supplementary Information, Part I)[44,
153]. To observe self-organization phenomena, the CdTe NPs were precipitated by addition
of isopropanol and centrifuged for 5 min, followed by redispersion in deionized water in
pH 9.0 ultrapure water and stored in a nitrogen atmosphere (Supplementary Information,
Part I). The solution of NPs changed its color from orange to dark-red when left it in dark
at room temperature for 8 hours, indicating that self-assembly of NPs has occurred.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed the formation of NRs (NRs) as the pri-
mary product of the self-assembly process. The length of the NRs was ≈ 250 nm for
assembly of D -NPs and ≈ 300 nm for L-NPs (Fig. 5.1 a, d). The length of NRs can be
controlled by the NPs preparation conditions, which can be as long as 5 m. Moreover, the
NRs showed the tendency to self-organize even into higher order parallel structure. Scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) showed that NRs have pronounced twist
(Fig. 5.1b, e) although not as regular as in DNA or some viruses[154]. The diameter of NR
was ≈ 20 nm for D -NP assemblies and ≈ 23 nm for L-NP assemblies; Interestingly, the
NRs show different preferable twist direction when they are assembled from D-NPs and L-
NPs. The assemblies from D and L-NPs were left-handed helices and right-handed helices,
respectively. To obtain three-dimensional image of the NRs, we collected STEM images
from−70◦ to 70◦ and tomographically reconstructed their geometry (Supplementary infor-
mation). NRs self-assembled from D-NPs show left-hand helical structures. In contrast,
right-hand helical structures existed in the samples of self-assembly of L-NPs (Fig. 5.1g-j).
Along with the assemblies with helical motif we also observed structures with discrete NPs
attached to the central Te rod and indiscernible regularity of the surface topography when
assemblies formed in suboptimal conditions. We evaluated the preference of helical direc-
tion of one hundred samples from STEM and found consistent chirality. STEM images
show the helical NRs have an average pitch of≈ 10 nm. Further characterization of the he-
lix pitches in solution was conducted by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). According
to the equation given by d = 2pi
q
, the d-spacing is 12.5 nm, which is consistent with STEM
results.
Nano-area X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDX) (Fig. 5.2a) showed ≈ 2 : 1
atom ratio for Te to Cd in the central part of the chiral helical structure; however, the Te
to Cd ratio converges to 1:1 for the outside layer. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) images
(Fig. 5.2 b, c) clearly indicate the CdTe NPs lies the outside of the chiral helical structure,
the center part is a single crystal nanowire with ≈ 5 nm. The thickness of the twisted CdTe
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Figure 5.1: Nanoscale geometry of left and right - hand NP assemblies. (a), (b), (c) and
(g), SEM, STEM and STEM tomography images of assembled D -NPs. (d), (e), (f) and
(h), SEM, STEM and STEM tomography images of assembled L -NPs. (i) and (h), AFM
images of assemblies obtained from D-NPs and L-NPs. Note: In Figure 1(b), 1(e) and
1(f), the bright points are gold NPs added as spatial marker for TEM tomography. Figure
reproduced from our forthcoming publication, in preparation.[19]
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Figure 5.2: Nanoscale structure and chirality of helical NP assemblies. (a-c), Nanoscale
EDX analysis of peripheral and core part of helix. (d), Electron diffraction of right -hand
helix. (e, f), HRTEM image of peripheral CdTe NPs and Te core. CD spectra of D-cys (red)
and L-cys (blue) NP chains obtained after 8 hours of the assembly. CD spectra of left (red)
and right (blue) -hand random network structures (g) and helix (h) obtained after two weeks
of the assembly. Figure reproduced from our forthcoming publication, in preparation.[19]
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layer is about 10-15 nm. Electron diffraction for the helical structure gives a diffraction
pattern for a cubic phase for CdTe and a hexagonal phase for Te. The diffraction pattern
for CdTe corresponds to crystal faces of (111) (d=0.39 nm), (220) (d=0.22 nm) and (311)
(d=0.19 nm). The crystal faces indicated in diffractions pattern (101) (d=0.32nm), (102)
(d=0.23 nm), (111) (d=0.20 nm) characterize Te in a hexagonal phase and show the Te
have a (001) growth direction. Most importantly, the chiral helical structures, as is typical
of chiral structures, show non-zero circular dichroism in the visible region. However, the
random network structures in the supernatant show zero CD signals in the visible region,
although chiral signals from (D and L) CYS bound to the NPs can be seen between 200
nm - 300 nm[44]. Compared with the random network structures found in the supernatant
(Fig. 5.2e), the twisted chiral structures show pronounced mirrored-peak signals in the
viable region (Fig. 5.2f), which obviously results from the isotropic chiral helical structure
of the samples. The CD spectra of assemblies critically depend on the quality of the helical
structures. For example, NPs with a thin layer of particles randomly attached to the Te
nanowire surface present broadened and odd, asymmetric, CD signals. Therefore, it is
reasonable that the symmetric CD signals in visible region are from persistent regions of
perfect order over long range within the nanowires.
To further understand the intrinsic structural evolution and the driving forces from NPs
to chiral helices, we examined the samples at time points of 8, 24, 48 and 72 hours by mea-
suring their morphology through TEM, photoluminescence (PL) peaks, CD spectroscopy,
and the zeta potential (Fig. 5.3). In the first 8 hours, TEM images revealed a gradual
structural transformation from NPs to short NPs chains for D-NPs (Fig. 5.3) and L-NPs as-
semblies. Interestingly, some short twisted chains can be seen in the assemblies of D-NPs.
However, this does not show up in the corresponding CD spectroscopy of D-NPs assem-
blies, which suggests the system is mainly composed of dispersed NPs. However, the CD
spectroscopy of L-NP assemblies does show an enhanced broad peak compared with NPs
solution which suggests more NP chains have formed. By 24 hours, we observed D-NP
assemblies showed some straight, short wires in the major NP chain phase, which is con-
firmed by the corresponding CD signal. However, neither morphology nor CD signal for
L- NP assemblies could show obvious change at 24 hours which suggests the assembly dy-
namics differ for D-NPs and L-NPs. With increasing to 48 hours and 72 hours, both D-NP
and L-NP assemblies show many short, helical wires, for which the corresponding CD sig-
nals show a distinct mirror symmetric bisignate Cotton effect[67, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159].
It is clear that the NP chains self-organize into left and right helical forms on the surface of
the nanowires in the intermediate state for the formation of long chains. In the immediate
transition, PL peaks only show slight blue shifting, which is not like obvious red shift due
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Figure 5.3: Intermediate states of helix assembly of of D-NPs. (a-d) TEM images of the
formation process of left -hand helical structures by assembly of D -NPs in 8 hours (a),
24 hours (b), 48 hours (c) and 72 hours (d). (e-f) TEM image of a magnified composite
NP/nanowire assembly obtained 72 hours. (Insert images are the simulated assembly of
CdTe NP/nanowire assemblies from a single model CdTe NP with electric dipole direction)
Figure reproduced from our forthcoming publication, in preparation.[19]
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to aggregation of NPs4. It is well known that ordered aggregations of NPs red shift the PL
peak and oxidation of NPs contribute a PL blue shift. Considering that most of the ultimate
products are Te-CdTe core - shell helical structures, it is reasonable that the slight blue shift
is due to aggregations of NPs partially counteracting the effect of oxidation of NPs, which
release Te2- from the surface of NPs. Finally, the NP chains will attach on the surface and
remain stable in a thermodynamic, free-energy minimizing state. The aggregation of NPs
and the formation of helical structures make the CYS on the surface of NPs bind to each
other and subsequently decrease the electrostatic force between NPs. This is confirmed via
our observation of a decreasing zeta potential during the immediate process of assembly.
What balance of forces is behind the formation of helices? Previous reports indicated
that the self-organization of organic helices arises mainly from the coordination of mul-
tiple types of short range and long range forces[160, 161]. Hydrogen bonding is one
of the most important forces in the self-organization of chiral biotic tissues via bond-
ing to small bio-units, e.g., the DNA double helical structure and chiral peptides - am-
phiphile nanofibers[155, 161, 162]. In contrast, helical inorganic nanobelts can be formed
by oriented attachment or screw axis dislocation[155, 163]. As globular protein mimics,
biomolecule-stabilized colloidal inorganic NPs are similar in size, shape and charge, which
possibly assemble with structure transformations depending on amino acids interaction
with hydrophobic forces, van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, etc.; although the inor-
ganic “core” of NPs is an impenetrable crystal that will not present a dynamic assembly
process, NPs with zinc blende atomic packing were theoretically proved to be a truncated
tetrahedron structure, which contributes to a dipole moment[43, 29]. By adjusting the
weak interaction forces between NPs including the weak interaction force from stabilizer
and inorganic “core”, NPs could also present some similarity with proteins in the assembly
behavior. Therefore, we hypothesize that the formation of chiral helical structures is due to
the self-building of chiral CYS-capped inorganic NPs. The driving forces include van der
Waals forces, dipole - dipole, dipole-charge interaction, and hydrogen bonds between NPs.
The helical directions of assemblies are controlled by the D-CYS and L-CYS.
As indicated in the study of the intermediate state, the various transformations in the
transient state observed are different from previous assembly reports in organic and inor-
ganic helical systems[155, 162, 140]. In contrast to previous work, we did not observe the
formation of pure Te nanowires in the intermediate assembly state, which excludes the un-
correlated two-phase mixture assembly. Instead, we observed the growth of Te nanowires
concurrently with the attachment of CdTe. The pitches of helical structure are only ≈ 10
nm, which is similar to the thickness of the CdTe helical layer. The atomic ratio of Cd:Te
is close to 1 in the helical layer and the preferred twist direction also precludes the simple
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charge-dipole induction of twist.
In the initial 8 hours, the NPs connected to each other and assembled into a one-
dimensional structure driven by dipole-dipole forces, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals
forces (Fig. 5.3a and b). Due to partially removed CYS on the surface of CdTe, the Te2-
on the surface of CdTe NPs is more prone to exposure on the surface and easily oxidized
into Te. A gradual growth of Te nanowires with a diameter ≈ 5 nm can be formed in a
slow oxidation process (Fig. 5.3d a, f)[30]. Again, strong Van der Waals forces can bind
Te nanowires and CdTe twisted structures. As NH2 is the chiral group in (D and L) CYS
molecule, the hydrogen bonding show chiral orientation when it selectively bonding with
COO-. Therefore, strong hydrogen bonding between NH2 and COO- induces the CdTe to
adopt a preferable winding on the Te surface. The energy of the dipole attraction between
NPs can be evaluated by classical formula for aligned dipoles. The energy of CdTe NPs
with 3.4 nm dipole attraction is equal to 8.8 kJ/mole. The energy of the hydrogen bond be-
tween CYS-CYS is estimated to be 12.5 kJ/mole. The comparison with the molar energy
of species clearly shows the possibility of formation of helical structures. Detailed analysis
of the diameter of NPs chains shows very similar diameter of network structure with the
helical CdTe layer on the Te nanowires surface. So, it is reasonable that the formation of bi-
nary helical core-shell structure arises from the direct attachment between twist NPs chains
and Te nanowires by the interaction of dipole forces, van der Waals forces and hydrogen
bonds.
5.2 Cysteine coated CdTe nanoparticle simulations
To confirm that the chirality of the CYS NP stabilizer is responsible for the chirality of
the bulk structure, we performed coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of
NP self-assembly. Our simulations incorporate three primary features of the experimental
system - the excluded volume effects due to the NP shape, the attraction of the NPs to
the surface of the nanowire, and finally the surface interactions introduced by the chiral
cysteine stabilizer, Fig. 5.4a. Additionally, some initial simulations were performed with
dipole-dipole interactions included to demonstrate the steps of nanowire formation; these
forces were excluded for assembly studies because, as shown in the experiments, as the
nanowire grows the charge and dipole moment diminish relative to the additional forces
in the system. Excluded volume effects are captured in the typical way via a purely re-
pulsive Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential[92]. To model the axial form of the
nanowires, we confine particles using a harmonic well U = 1
2
kx2 at the center of the simu-
lation box. To include the “twisting” effect induced by the amino acid stabilizer, we include
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L - Cys D - Cys
a
b c
Figure 5.4: Scheme and simulation. (a) Two versions of the cysteine stabilizer are used,
L - and D -CYS, which are of opposite chirality. Chemical structures are related to a
“steric coil”. Structures produce a predetermined twist based upon the chirality of the
stabilizer by biasing local nanoparticle motifs. Either right (b) or left (c) handed structures
are produced, depending upon the choice of “twist”, as determined by a chiral interaction
between nanoparticle faces. The inner structure of the wire is shown in yellow (c), with an
outer layer of NPs removed. Insets show the unaltered wire (top), and centers of mass of
the NPs connected with bonds along closest neighbors (bottom). Figure reproduced from
our forthcoming publication, in preparation.[19]
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a chiral potential that acts between interacting faces of the particles.
Initially, we conducted simulations without the chiral interaction and found chiral struc-
tures, but with no preferred handedness. In contrast, when we include the chiral surface
interaction, to model the effects of L- and D- CYS, we still observed chiral structures, but
the chirality was pre-determined by the chirality of the surface interaction. Structures with
predictable chirality were observed in simulations of particles between 100 and 300 parti-
cles, and for rod diameters of 1 and 2 NP widths; the effects are particularly pronounced in
simulations where the particle number, rod thickness, and box length were commensurate
with a close, face-to-face packing of tetrahedra around the rod. Figures 5.4b, c demonstrate
this effect with two structures of opposite chirality created by controlling the twist direc-
tion. A path through each rod highlights its overall handedness; Fig. 5.4b shows this path in
green through a left-handed structure, while Fig. 5.4c shows a path in red. Figure 5.4c ad-
ditionally contains two insets - at top, we show a full rod without particles removed, while
at bottom the centers of mass of particles are shown with bonds drawn between nearest
neighbors, demonstrating the pitch of this chiral arrangement.
We have shown that molecular chirality induces the formation of chiral superstructures.
What do we expect in the case of racemic stabilizer-capped NPs? To answer this question,
we further investigated via simulation the morphology of DL-CYS capped CdTe NP (DL-
NPs) assemblies under the same conditions as previous experiments. Interestingly, TEM
and AFM results show intertwined structures with diameter≈ 40 nm, which is almost dou-
ble the diameter compared with left and right hand helical structures (Fig. 5.5). HRTEM
show twinning structures are composed of many intertwined ultrathin nanowires (≈ 2 nm)
(Fig. 5.5c). FFT images imply the existence of Te nanowires. Unexpectedly, these split
fibers are not twinned structures composed of left and right helices. It could imply that very
short NPs chains composed by preferential binding with opposite-handed NPs in the early
stages of assembly. Circular dichroism spectra show a broadening dispersive signal, which
mostly from scattering due to the anisotropic structures. It is also coincidence with previ-
ous twisted ribbons assemble from non-chiral thioglycolic acids[66]. Simulations with a
racemic mixture of stabilizer show no overall bulk preference of handedness. As shown in
Fig. 5.5f particles prefer to mix, thereby eliminating a preferred local twist. In some cases,
modest clustering of particle of similar twist do occur, but still do not result in an overall
preference in handedness for the rods.
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Figure 5.5: Self-assembly of DL-NPs. (a) and (b), Low magnification TEM. (c) and (d),
High magnification TEM characterizations of twinning structures and corresponding fast
Fourier transform pattern. (e), AFM characterization of self-assembled structures. (f),
Simulations containing racemic mixture of L and R twisting tetrahedra. Figure reproduced
from our forthcoming publication, in preparation.[19]
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5.3 Concluding remarks on cysteine coated CdTe nanopar-
ticles
In summary, we showed chiral helical structures can be assembled from CdTe NPs and the
corresponding twist direction can be controlled by the chirality of stabilizers. We developed
a model to coarse-grain the induced twist between pairs of interacting faces on our tetra-
hedra. This formulation can be generalized to study chiral interactions between particles
of any geometry, and will be a useful tool for investigating other systems with shapes that
possess a similar chiral twisting mechanism. This tool can be used to lay the ground work
for a complete understanding of how the geometry and interaction of the NPs can affect the
bulk optical properties of the nanowires. Our study demonstrates that mesoscale structure
and chirality can be dictated by local interactions between nanoscale building blocks.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion and Future Outlook
6.1 Summary of results
In summary, we have examined different systems, each of which targets a separate aspect
of mesoscale assembly behavior. These studies demonstrate exquisite control of mesoscale
structure and morphology by varying features of the system such as the building-block
architecture, immiscibility between block segments and the solvent, as well as local inter-
actions between nanoparticles themselves.
In the first study, we show that tethered nanoparticle building blocks can assemble
phases such as lamellae, micelles, and network phases such as the double gyroid. By
varying the architecture of the building block, we can tune between the types of phases the
block prefers to form. In the case of “telechelics” the length of the polymer tether and size
ratio between the end groups allowed us to tune between a wide variety of phases, as well as
control the overall composition of the resulting domains. In the case of “giant surfactants”,
the geometry of the building block leads to a preference for micelle phases. The length
of the attached polymer tether drives transitions between different types of micelle phases,
which pack like “squishy” spheres with coronas of variable softness. These results are
corroborated by experimental findings in systems of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane
(POSS) with attached polystyrene (PS) tethers; in both the computational and experimental
systems identical mesophases emerge as the length of the polymer tether increases. We
demonstrate specific transitions between hexagonal tubes, Frank-Kasper phases, and the
Sigma-phase quasicrystal approximant for this building-block.
Our second study uses a modification of MD, dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), to
establish the role of unreacted hydroxyl star polymer end-groups in stabilizing microdroplet
assemblies. We show that by changing both the length and number of the polymer arms
we can tune between 3 types of mesoscopic assemblies - porous, non-hollow, and hollow
droplets. We confirm that a critical hydroxyl density is necessary to trigger the hollow to
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non-hollow droplet transition. Through a single control parameter, the hydroxyl density,
we demonstrated transitions between solid, hollow, and porous droplets.
Finally, our third study demonstrates that local nanoparticle interactions can bias the
bulk chirality of a pseudo-1D assembly. By coating CdTe nanoparticles with a chiral
amino-acid stabilizer, Cysteine, it is possible to predictably bias the handedness of rods
and wires created from the nanoparticles. Via simulation, we establish that local twist orig-
inating from the Cysteine coating on the nanoparticle surface can locally bias assemblies.
Additionally, we demonstrate that the pitch and structure of the rod can depend critically
on the nanoparticle shape.
6.2 Concluding remarks
With powerful tools in hand both to synthesize building blocks of arbitrary complexity [40,
41, 57], and to simulate their assembly behavior [65, 16], it is tempting to begin exploring
complex assemblies that could lead to new applications and devices [142, 146, 141, 164].
A pressing challenge is unifying these tools before moving into application. We have high-
lighted just a few of the conceptual design axes, as we highlight in Fig. 1.4 shows. Despite
having already sketched out a framework that encompasses the vast design space [28],
linking structural prediction to properties within a simulation framework would expedite
application-specific design. As new building blocks and assemblies continue to emerge,
the fundamental question is no longer if we can build targeted structures of exquisite com-
plexity, but how we can design a target structure? What specific building blocks or set
of interactions may lead to its formation, and how can the assembled structure be utilized
from a technology stand point?
Knowing the target structure that will suit a particular application is one of the most
crucial aspects of the problem. Diamond structures, for example, are known to be excel-
lent candidates for photonics applications[165, 166, 167, 168]. The challenge is then to
supply a proper set of design conditions to produce the structure. Computation allows us
to rapidly screen candidate blocks for targeted assemblies. New data science approaches,
coupled with high performance computing-enabled prediction of nano building-block self-
assembly, promise to further expedite material design in this space [169, 170, 171], in the
spirit of the Materials Genome Initiative [172].
In conclusion, we have several studies of nanoparticle building blocks that highlight
the wide range of mesoscopic assemblies accessible by tuning block architecture and in-
teraction. In several studies we have predicted, via simulations, novel phases for different
architectures. Many of the blocks we proposed have since been synthesized, and structures
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we predicted in those papers have now been realized.
We reviewed the groundwork that enabled the synthesis of these building blocks, and
discussed self-assembled structures that have been made in bulk quantities using these
nanoparticles. Finally, we discussed the computational work that played a role in both es-
tablishing the feasibility of assembling these nanoparticles, as well as making predictions
of self-assembly behavior that have since been corroborated with experiments.
Importantly, our predictions are not specific to particular material types, and thus can
guide the synthesis and assembly of many types of nanoparticle building blocks. More-
over, our design approach provides experimentalists flexibility in their design strategy - the
same set of results holds equally for polymer-tethered gold particles as for, say, giant sur-
factants of ligand functionalized POSS molecules, provided the geometric length scales of
particle and tether are commensurate; the same is true for nanoparticles of different types,
ranging from semi-conducting to noble metals. Any materials that are amenable to surface
modification can be incorporated into this scheme, providing a versatile materials design
platform.
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